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The Vita Christi of Ludolph of Saxony, fourteenth-century Carthusian, is the most
comprehensive series of meditations on the life of Christ from the late Middle Ages. Ludolph
assembles a wealth of commentary from the fathers of the church and the great medieval
spiritual writers and weaves them into a seamless exposition of the Gospel.This is the full
English translation of this classic work and, while it will be of great interest to students of
Christian spirituality, it is intended for ordinary believers seeking to enter more deeply into the
meaning of the life of Christ. Ludolph divided his work into two parts; the present volume
contains the second half of Part One.



“The manuscript tradition of The Life of Christ (Vita Christi) is extremely complex, and Walsh,
while basing his translation on the edition, has gone beyond in providing critical apparatus that
will be of significant use to scholars, as well as making the text available for students and all
interested in the theology, spirituality, and religious life of the later Middle Ages. His introduction
expertly places Ludolph’s work in the textual tradition and is itself a contribution to scholarship.
Simply put, this is an amazing achievement!”— Eric Leland SaakProfessor of HistoryIndiana
University“Modern readers will find Ludolph’s work fanciful. This is much here for meditation,
and each section concludes with a prayer. The Life of Christ is not for the gullible, but it can be
recommended for lectio and spiritual reading.”— Sr. Sarah Schwartzberg, OSB, Spirit & Life“This
translation—the first into English—of The Life of Jesus Christ by Ludolph of Saxony will be
welcomed both by scholars in various fields and by practicing Christians. It is at the same time
an encyclopedia of biblical, patristic, and medieval learning and a compendium of late medieval
spirituality, stressing the importance of meditation in the life of individual believers. It draws on an
astonishing number of sources and sheds light on many aspects of the doctrinal and institutional
history of the Church down to the fourteenth century.”— Giles Constable“This translation will
hopefully stimulate further work on the late medieval manuscript tradition of the text, its
circulation, use and readership. It will prove an invaluable tool for scholars researching the late
medieval engagement with the humanity of Christ, while simultaneously catering for general
readers and religious practitioners interested in learning more about a traditional and influential
imaginative meditational practice.”— Christiania WhiteheadProfessor of Middle English
LiteratureUniversity of WarwickA Cistercian Publications title published by Liturgical
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Rigollot, Vita Iesu Christi (Paris: Palmé, 1865, 1870, 1878).CHAPTER 41Jesus Heals a
Leper(Matt 8:1-4; Mark 1:40-45; Luke 5:12-16)* Having delivered the Gospel law on the
mountain, the Lord proceeded to confirm it with miracles; a good teacher proves his doctrine
with deeds. And when he had come down from the mountain at the end of his sermon, great
multitudes followed him; * to edify them, and in answer to their earnest pleas, he was moved to
perform a miracle. Jerome says, “After his preaching and teaching, an opportunity for signs
presents itself. In this way, the words he has just spoken are confirmed among his hearers by
means of miraculous powers.” * And Chrysostom: “After his sermon, he proceeds to miracles, to
give authority to what he has said; he who was wondrous in his words was also wondrous in his
deeds.” * And Theophylact: “He mingled action with teaching, for if he had not done miracles his
doctrine would not be believed. You should work after teaching, so that your word will not be
fruitless in yourself.” *(* R 1. * Matt 8:1. * Com Matt 8:2; PL 26:50D; CL 77:48. * Opus imperf 21
approx; PG 56:748. * En Mark 1:35–39; PG 123:507C.)In a mystical sense, Christ came down
from the mountain of divine excellence in humility into the valley of humanity, remaining what he
was and becoming what he was not. He indeed descended from the mountain when he emptied
himself, taking the form of a servant.* After his descent, great multitudes followed him; if God
had not descended, we could not ascend by following him. It is a great glory and dignity for a
human being to follow this Lord.(* Phil 2:7.)According to Augustine, Christ cleansed the leper in
the first place to make it clear that the New Testament had been given on the Mount and that the



grace of the Gospel was superior to the law, which could only exclude the leper, not cure him.1 *
There seems to be a contradiction here, because Matthew says when he had come down from
the mountain, but Luke says when he was in a certain city.* The Gloss answers this by
suggesting that there was an interval between Jesus’ coming down the mountain and his
entering the city, and that was when he healed the leper. Matthew has the miracle in its proper
place, but Luke says when he was in a certain city, that is, Capharnaum, because this was
nearby, just a mile and a half to the east.*(* attr. to Bede, Gorran Matt 8:4. * Luke 5:12. * Gloss
Luke 7:1; PL 114:268A.)The Leper Approaches and Jesus Heals Him*A certain leper came, not
so much with bodily steps as with heartfelt faith, and, kneeling down and falling on his face,
adored him with humility of body and besought him with prayer of his mouth.* God refuses
nothing when these three things are found together—faith, humility, and prayer. He fell on his
face as one who was lowly, not hiding his sores, but publicizing them and making them known.
This is why he deserved to be heard and made clean. You should humble yourself also so that
you will be heard and deserve to be cleansed. Ambrose comments, “He fell on his face because
it is a mark of humility that we should blush for the stains upon our life. But shame did not
restrain his confession: he showed the wound and begged for the remedy.” *(* R 2. * Matt 8:2;
Mark 1:44; Luke 5:12. * Exp Luke 5.2; PL 15:1636B; CL 14:135–36.)And he adored him, saying:
“Lord, through whom all things were made, if you will, you can make me clean.‡ Your will is
efficacious, and your works obey your will.” He did not say, “Cleanse me,” but he attributed the
power and the right to him to cure by his divine will. It was if he had said, “You can do what you
will because you are omnipotent.” Hence, Titus of Bostra suggests, “Let us learn from the words
of the leper not to seek a cure for our bodily infirmities, but to commend our whole selves to the
will of God, who knows what is best and disposes all things by his judgment.” * The leper
deserved to be healed because he trusted in Christ’s divine power and authority and showed
him faith and devotion.(‡ Matt 8:2. * CA, Luke 5:12–16.)*And Jesus was moved to merciful
compassion: stretching forth his hand (an act of generosity to oppose the greedy), he touched
him (an act of humility to oppose the proud), saying, “I will (an act of piety to oppose the cruel);
be made clean* (an act of power to oppose the incredulous).” *(* R 3. * Matt 8:3. * St Cher, Luke
12:13 approx.)Let us pause here to recall that we read in Scripture of five ways that physical
leprosy was cured. First, by washing, as clearly was the case with Naaman; this signifies the
shedding of tears.* Second, by showing, as we see with the ten lepers who were cleansed as
they went to show themselves to the priests; this signifies confession.* Third, by separation, as
with Miriam, the sister of Moses; this signifies excommunication, which should be administered
only for medicinal purposes, like a cautery.* Fourth, by inclusion, as with Moses’ hand: leprosy
appeared when he pulled his hand out of the cloak at his bosom, but when he put it back in he
was cured.* Thus many who were spiritual lepers in the world are cleansed by entering the
cloister. Fifth, by touch, as here, when the hand of Christ touched the leper and cleansed him.*(*
2 Kgs 5:1-14. * Luke 17:11-19. * Num 12:10-14. * Exod 4:6-7. * Voragine, Sermo 2, 2nd Sunday
after Octave of Epiphany, p. 38.)Note that there are three very powerful touches of God: a wholly



bodily touch, a wholly spiritual touch, and a touch that is partly spiritual and partly bodily. In an
entirely bodily touch, both the one who touches and the one touched have bodies; this touch
was very powerful in Christ’s case, for he healed every kind of illness in this way, as is described
many times in the gospels. In the touch that is both spiritual and bodily, the agent is spiritual
while the recipient is either body or spirit. This is the touch of tribulation, and it is also very
effective: it can constrain the hardness of sinners, check the concupiscence of the flesh, and
demonstrate the patience of the just. In a purely spiritual touch, both the one touching and the
one touched are spirit; this is the touch of interior inspiration, and it is also very powerful.*(*
Voragine, Sermo 2, 2nd Sunday after Octave of Epiphany, p. 38.)The effect of this touch is
sevenfold, according to the seven gifts of the Holy Spirit. First, inspiration, or conceiving good
practices; this pertains to the gift of the fear of the Lord, from which the spirit of salvation is
conceived. Second, the remission of sins by grace, and this can be connected with the gift of
piety, as we read in the book of Daniel, Redeem your sins with alms.* Third, instruction that is
useful or necessary for salvation; this is associated with the gift of knowledge, which teaches
right living. Fourth, the strength to act well and undertake arduous tasks; this concerns the gift of
counsel, which addresses itself especially to what is beyond the call of duty. Fifth, comfort in
tribulation, by which the soul is strengthened to endure adversity; this is given by the gift of
fortitude, which is particularly helpful in time of trial. Sixth, an increase of goodwill and love of
God; this is the fruit of the gift of understanding,* which teaches us to comprehend, that is, read
inwardly,* God’s blessings, and in this way the soul is inflamed and burns with love of him.
Seventh, a disregard for earthly things and contemplation of those of heaven; this pertains to the
gift of wisdom, which concerns itself with eternal realities and so enables us to understand the
things that are above rather than those on earth.(* Dan 4:24. * intellectus. * intus legere.)And
forthwith his leprosy was cleansed.* The deed followed immediately upon the Lord’s desire and
command. According to Cyril, even the word forthwith is too slow to express the speed with
which the deed was done.* While this act certainly demonstrated the Lord’s great power, it also
bore witness to his humility. The law decreed that those with leprosy were to be banished from
the camp, and the scribes and Pharisees could barely deign to look at lepers, but Christ did not
refrain from touching the man. He did this not only because of the hidden mystery of the event,
but also to give us an example of humility and compassion: we should spurn no one, avoid no
one, regardless of their sickness or sores.*(* Matt 8:3. * Chrysogonus, Hom Matt 25.2; PG
57/58:329. * Haymo, Hom 19; PL 118:138BC approx.)Again, he touched him in order to be
beyond the law, not under it.‡ The law forbade anyone to touch a leper, but Christ showed that
he is the law’s Lord, not its slave; he walked the path of the law, but he also went beyond the Law
to heal those who could not be healed by the law’s remedies. Again, leprosy was ordinarily
spread by contact, but the disease fled at the Lord’s touch: his hand did not become unclean
with leprosy, but the leper’s body was cleansed by the touch of his hand. The law forbade people
from touching a leper so that they would not catch the disease: the prohibition was to prevent not
the healing of the leper, but the infection of the other person. However, someone who can heal



leprosy is in no danger of contracting it; so although Christ broke the letter of the law, he did not
violate its intent. The law would not prevent someone from touching a leper if that touch would
cure him, just as Elijah and Elisha did not violate the prohibition about touching a corpse when
they raised the dead to life.*(‡ Zachary 2.45; PL 186:171C. * Chrysostom, Opus imperf 21
approx; PG 56:749.)Although the Lord could have healed the leper with a mere word, he
touched him with his hand, because Christ’s humanity was, as it were, the instrument of his
divinity. Just as a craftsman works with tools, so Christ’s divine power sometimes operated
through his humanity to demonstrate that it was joined to his divine nature.*(* Lyra Matt 8:2.)*
The Lord instructed the man not to tell anyone about the miracle that had occurred, nor to boast
that he had been cured. He did this to give us an example, and to teach us not to love honors
and display; far from announcing our good works, we should keep quiet about them. We should
shun not only monetary gain, but also human praise and vainglory: in a word, not involve our left
hand in the works we do with our right.* Chrysostom says,(* R 4. * St. Cher, Com Luke 5:14.)He
ordered the man to tell no one what happened, teaching us by this injunction to steer clear of the
breath of praise and the pomp of display. He certainly was aware that the man would not keep
silent but would proclaim such a great blessing everywhere, but he did what he could to avoid
publicity about what he had done. It is true that on another occasion he instructed the cured
demoniac to make known what had happened to him, but there he was instructing him to be
grateful, so he was not contradicting himself.* He did not instruct those who had been healed to
praise him, but to give glory to God. Through the leper, he teaches us to renounce boasting and
vainglory; through the man freed from a legion of devils, he warns us not to be ungrateful, but to
thank God, to extol him for his benefits, and always to reserve our praise to God alone for his
wonders. He does this because people tend to be mindful of God when they are sick, but once
they recover they become very slack in the attention they pay him. So he bids us remember God
continually, whether we are sick or healthy, and he tells the man he has cured, “Give glory to
God.” *(* Mark 5:19. * Hom Matt 25.2; PG 57/58:329; Latin Anianus.)Let us consider here that an
order can be given as a warning, as a test, or as a command to be obeyed. The first kind does
not forbid an act that is indeed very good, but the vainglory that corrupts even our good and
honorable deeds; that is the kind of order here. In the second case, God does not desire the act
but seeks to reveal a virtue hidden within the person to whom the order is given, a virtue useful
for the individual and for others. This is exemplified by the commandment given to Abraham to
sacrifice his son; hence God said to him, “Now I know, that is, I have made you and others know,
that you fear God.” * In the third case, God desires the act itself, as is evident from the whole
twentieth chapter of Exodus, dealing with the Ten Commandments.*(* Gen 22:12. * Albert, Com
Mark 1:44 approx.)Or he may have instructed the man not to tell anyone for the greater
advantage of others who would believe in him freely; for it is better to believe voluntarily rather
than for the hope of receiving benefits. Or he may have instructed the man not to tell anyone until
he had fulfilled the requirements of the law; it was necessary to await the judgment of the priests,
who according to the law had the responsibility to make a ruling regarding leprosy. Chrysostom



writes, “He does not forbid him from speaking about this at any time, but he is not to say
anything before he has shown himself to the priests. For if he were to tell anyone else first and
the priests came to hear of it, in their hostility and hatred for Christ they would expel the man
from the people as a leper, since they had not given him a clean bill of health.” *(* Opus imperf
21; PG 56:749–50; Latin differs.)‡ Jesus humbly sent the man to the priests, who were
commissioned to examine cases of leprosy, and told him to make the sacrifice stipulated by the
law. He sent him, first, because although the man had been cleansed, he had not been certified
as clean; according to the law, he could not be restored to the life of the community until he had
been declared clean by the priests and had offered a gift to the Lord for his cleansing.* The
priests were the ones who decided that the man was to be separated from the community, and
he could not be re-admitted without their judgment. Second, he did this out of humility: by
deferring to the priests, Christ would demonstrate that he did not want to steal their honor and
renown; rather, he gave them due deference.* Third, to show that although they often laid the
accusation against him, he was not a transgressor of the law, for he had not come to destroy, but
to fulfil.* He walked in the way of the law but went beyond the law to heal.* Fourth, so that they
would realize that the man had not been cured through the customs and ordinances of the law
but by the working of God’s grace beyond the law, and that Christ had more power than the law
and the priests, who could recognize leprosy but could not cure it.*(‡ R 5. * Lyra Matt 8:3. *
Gloss Matt 8:3 approx; PL 114:113A. * Matt 5:17. * Zachary 2.45; PL 186:171D. * Gloss Matt 8:4
approx; PL 114:113A.)Furthermore, to move the hearts of the priests to believe (and to remove
any excuse should they choose not to), he wanted the man to make the customary offering for a
testimony unto them.* This testimony would go against them if, having seen the miracle, they did
not believe; it would be a testimony for them, a witness to their salvation, if they did believe. In
other words, they would be saved if they saw that the leper had been cleansed and believed in
the one who had cured him, and the testimony would be the cause of their salvation as believers.
But they would have no excuse for their lack of faith if they saw and did not believe, and then the
testimony would be their sentence of condemnation as unbelievers.*(* Matt 8:4. * Jerome, Com
Matt 8:4 approx; PL 26:51B; CL 77:48–49.)By sending the man to the priests he also wanted to
teach and demonstrate that sinners (symbolized by the leper) are required to show themselves
to the priest in confession and receive their penance even if they have been cleansed of the
leprosy of sin by contrition. The Lord made this leper clean by his touch and afterwards ordered
him to show himself to the priests and offer sacrifice. Similarly, sinners are moved to contrition by
God’s touch, they show themselves to the priest by going to confession, and then they offer
sacrifice by performing their penance. Lazy people wait for the priest to come and seek them out
—but you, go to the priest and show him the leprosy of your soul by the confession of your lips.(*
St Cher, Matt 8:3.)A good confession has four qualities. First, it should be voluntary. This is why
the Lord says go: not be led, be dragged, be coerced, like those who finally go to confession
because they are in torments of affliction or afraid of death. Second, it should be a full self-
revelation. Hence he says show: make known what you have done, what you have said, and



what you have thought. He does not say “hide by offering excuses or mitigating explanations, or
deceiving, or mumbling, or not fully reciting your sins and their relevant circumstances.” Third, it
should be plain and unadulterated. The Lord says yourself: that is, reveal yourself and not others.
This is a corrective for those who relate other people’s sins or reveal the identities of those with
whom they themselves have sinned. Fourth, it should be properly done. Hence the Lord says to
the priests: confession should not be made to just anyone, but only to priests, because they
wield the key of wisdom and authority.*(* based on St Cher, Matt 8:3.)Spiritual Meanings*In a
typical sense, the leper represents the human race, infected by the leprosy of original sin and
prone for this reason to commit various sins. Since it is a contagious disease, leprosy can signify
original sin, which is passed on through carnal generation. Those touched by Christ’s hand are
cleansed, for we are purified in baptism through his power. We must show ourselves by serving
God faithfully, and make our offering by continually praising him.* Bede says, “As a type, the
leper represents the human race, languishing with sins full of leprosy, for all have sinned and
need the glory of God.* By the stretching out of his hand, that is, by the incarnate Word of God
assuming a human nature, we can be cleansed from a variety of errors and offer our bodies for
cleansing as a living sacrifice for God.” * The Lord does not refuse to perform the same miracle
daily by grace: he truly cleanses a leper every time he justifies a sinner.(* R 6. * Lyra Mark 1:40
mor. * Rom 3:23. * Com Mark 1:44; PL 92:145B; CL 120:451–52.)*In a moral sense, the leper
can also represent the individual sinner for several reasons. First, because leprosy is a
contagious disease, and it is dangerous to come into contact with lepers; similarly, sinners are
contagious and their infection causes others to commit sin, and so it is dangerous to keep
company with them. Second, because leprosy is a virulent disease that infects the entire body,
but sin is even more dangerous and should be greatly feared and avoided, because it infects
and corrupts both body and soul. Third, because leprosy is a detestable and foul-smelling
disease; sinners are detestable and foul-smelling to God and the angels. Fourth, because lepers
are cut off from the community and forced to dwell apart from others; sinners are cut off from
God’s grace, the communion of the faithful, the church, and all good things—here, as regards
merit, and hereafter as regards fellowship, location, and reward. Fifth, because leprosy produces
blotches of different colors on the skin; sin assumes various hues in the mind. The leprous soul
is soiled by pride, anger, avarice, sloth, gluttony, envy, or lust. The bodily swelling can represent
pride; the burning sensation, anger; the thirst, avarice; the lethargy, sloth; the itching, gluttony;
the putrefaction, envy; the foul-smelling breath, lust.*(* R 7. * based on St Cher, Luke 5:12, and
Gorran Matt 8:2.)If you detect these symptoms in yourself, hasten to Jesus as to a physician! Do
not despair, but repent sincerely and desire to be made clean. In company with the trusting leper
in the gospel, fall on your face with humility and shame, blush for the stains on your life. Do not
let embarrassment prevent your confession: show your sores, and with tears own yourself to be
a sinner. Seek a remedy for the wounds that have been detected; implore the Lord’s mercy with
a contrite heart; beg for healing. Humble yourself and ask God to touch you and cure you with
his grace. Admit that you are unclean and that Christ has the power to cleanse you; in his



presence, join that leper and call out to him, saying, Lord, if you will, you can make me clean!If
you do this you can be assured of mercy and need not despair of receiving pardon; the gentle
Lord rejects no one who comes to him, but opens wide the bosom of his mercy to all. There is no
need to spend many years in doing penance, for he looks for a contrite and humbled heart,* and
in his mercy he frees from sin those who sincerely repent. Such is the hand of divine mercy that
is stretched out: by its powerful touch all offenses are wiped away. The Lord reaches out that
hand when he imparts the assistance of divine mercy, and the remission of sins immediately
follows. Nevertheless, the church’s reconciliation cannot be gained without the judgment of the
priest.(* Ps 50:19.)When you are thus cleansed from your sins, you should offer your gift to God,
the sacrifice of praise. Laud him at all times, for we should be very grateful, always giving him
thanks and doing all we can for others, thereby manifesting love for God and neighbor. We
should not take any credit ourselves out of vainglory, but offer everything to God. God wills that
we should receive all the merit due for our good works and that our neighbor should receive
good example through them, but that the praise and glory be reserved to him.There are three
things that God reserves specifically to himself, and he does not want any creatures to have a
share in them: glory, vengeance, and the power to judge. The vain and boastful appropriate his
glory; the proud and the wrathful, who seek revenge for injuries done to them, seize his
vengeance; and the rash and presumptuous, who want to judge the hidden motives of others,
usurp his power of judgment.The Leper Proclaims his Miraculous Cure* Titus says that someone
who has received a benefit should be grateful and give thanks, although the benefactor does not
require it.* Therefore, although the Lord had instructed the cleansed leper to keep silent about
his cure, he, being gone out and moving away, began to publish and to blaze abroad the word ‡
about the Lord’s words and deeds. News of the healing and Christ’s teaching spread all the more
quickly: people acquire fame and glory when they try to avoid them. As Bernard observes, the
characteristic feature of worldly glory is that it flees those who chase after it and follows those
who flee from it; in this it is like our shadow: we cannot catch it if we follow it, but if we run ahead,
we cannot escape it.*(* R 8. * Theophylact, En Mark 1:43–45 approx; PG 123:510B. ‡ Mark 1:45.
* Bonaventure, De profectu 1.9.)So the man assumed the office of evangelist and showed
people that he had been cured inwardly and outwardly; the salvation of one person urged many
to come to God. Because of the throng of people who sought healing or hastened to see a
miracle, Jesus could not openly go into the city* to pray. For this reason, he withdrew into the
wilderness so that he could pray in private. He heals as God but prays as man.*(* Mark 1:45. *
this sent Gloss Luke 5:16; PL 114:257A.)Jesus Withdraws*And they flocked to him from all
sides‡ to hear him teach and to be healed by him. The Lord fled from the noise and tumult and
sought out a remote place to show us that he preferred a quiet and withdrawn life removed from
mundane preoccupations. He turns aside from souls who are immersed in the distractions of this
world, but he visits those who separate themselves from these things. He also shows us that
preachers of the divine word should flee from the applause of the people and occasionally
withdraw from the multitude to free themselves for prayer.(* R 9. ‡ Mark 1:45.)Jerome says,



“What it means that he could not openly go into the city, but was out in desert places,* is that
Jesus does not manifest himself to all those people who go far and wide to receive human
acclaim and do their own will, but to those who go with Peter out into the desert places. These
were the sites where the Lord chose to pray and to refresh those who cease to be concerned
about worldly delights and all their possessions, so that they are able to say, O Lord, my
portion.* The glory of the Lord is revealed to those who gather around him from all sides, coming
to him from arduous mountains and easy plains, for nothing can separate them from the love of
Christ.” *(* Mark 1:45. * Ps 118:57. * Cumm Mark 1:45; PL 30:597CD.)And Bede writes,By
performing miracles in the city and spending his nights in prayer on the mountain or in the
desert, he teaches us lessons about the two ways of life, active and contemplative. We should
not devote ourselves to contemplation so much that we neglect to care for our neighbor, nor
should we be immoderately obligated to caring for our neighbor and neglect contemplation. Love
of God should not hinder love of neighbor, nor should love of neighbor impede love of God. To
pray on the mountain means to leave behind the anxieties of feeble thoughts and hasten with
our whole mind to the eternal joys of heavenly contemplation. To withdraw into the desert to pray
means to overcome inwardly the tumult of worldly desires and to seek a quiet refuge with the
Lord within ourselves where, with every external distraction quieted, we can silently converse
with him through our inner desires.*(* Com Luke 5:16; PL 92:386BC; CL 120:119.)And, finally,
Gregory: “Our Redeemer performs miracles in the cities during the day, and he devotes his
nights to prayer on the mountain to teach all perfect preachers that they should neither abandon
completely the active life from a love of meditation nor wholly slight the joys of contemplation by
an excess of work. Let them occupy themselves with pouring back to their neighbors by
speaking what they quietly imbibe by contemplation.” *(* Mor 6.XXXVII.56; PL 75:760D–61A; CL
143:325–26.)Although Mark and Luke say here that he could not openly go into the city but was
out in desert places, this should not be understood as referring to the day when he healed the
leper. That same day he entered the city of Capharnaum, about two miles from the place where
he cured the man, before many people heard of the miracle. This is why Matthew goes on to
relate the account of the healing of the centurion’s servant.Lord Jesus Christ, you came down
from the mountain of your Father’s throne and the virginal womb to heal the leprosy of the human
race. See, I who am a leper marred by stains of various sins adore you, Lord. If you wish, you
can make me clean. Stretch forth the hand of tenderness and grace; touch both inwardly and
outwardly this leper who calls out to you. Have mercy on me in my repentance and rule over the
disease of sin. My God, my Mercy, who wills not the death of sinner but rather that he be
converted and live, bring this to pass in me, a sinner, so that I do not die spiritually but am
converted and live with you forever. Amen.__________1 Augustine speaks of the law as able to
command but unable to cure in Tr John 3.14 (PL 35:1402; CL 36:26).CHAPTER 42The Cure of
the Centurion’s Servant(Matt 8:5-13; Luke 7:1-10)* Then Jesus drew near to the city of
Capharnaum. There came to him a centurion,* carried more by faith, desire, and devotion than
by his legs. A centurion was the leader of a hundred soldiers; he was also a tribune, stationed



there to collect Galilean tribute and customs. That whole region was under Roman control, and
the soldiers were garrisoned at Capharnaum to prevent rebellion.* At that time Capharnaum was
a renowned city, the metropolis of the area; today, however, it is all but abandoned. Origen says
of the centurion, “The one who approached was a foreigner by race, but a member of the
household by heart; alien by nationality, but a neighbor by faith; both a leader of soldiers and a
companion of angels.” *(* R 1. * Matt 8:5. * Lyra Matt 8:5 approx. * Hom 54, Dom 3 post Epiph;
PL 95:1192C approx; see also PL 107:857A.)This man was not a Jew, but a Gentile, so he did
not dare approach Jesus in person, thinking that he was unworthy to come into his presence. So
he first sent to him the elders of the Jews,* as friends and familiars of Jesus.* Through them he
asked, “Lord, who hold the power of sickness and health, life and death, my servant * lies at
home sick with palsy, and is grievously tormented.” * Following the custom of the court, he called
his servant boy because of his young age or out of familiarity, not his condition, in opposition to
the proud who have contempt for their servants; he said that he lies at home, in opposition to
inhumane masters who expel their sick servants and send them to the hospital, and he
described him as grievously tormented on account of all the difficulties from which he was
suffering. He used the three words lying, paralyzed, and tormented to indicate to the Lord the
tribulations afflicting the servant’s spirit and to elicit his compassion.*(* Luke 7:3. * Lyra Matt 8:5
approx. * puer. * Matt 8:6. * this sent Zachary 2.47 approx; PL 186:173A.)Chrysostom writes, “He
only described the weakness but left the healing remedy to the power of his mercy.* In the
design of Divine Providence the Jews were sent: they would have no excuse for unbelief if they
saw the miracle and a Gentile who believed.* This centurion, having heard about Christ’s
miracles, firmly believed that he was able to heal his servant, who was very dear to him. He
would surely die if Christ did not cure him, so he was very anxious about his health.” *(* Opus
imperf 22; PG 56:752. * Werner, Dom Tertia; PL 157:828B. * Postilla Matt 8:5.)From the fact that
the centurion showed so much care and concern for his servant, we can learn to have
compassion for our servants and subordinates and take care of them.* He was not like many
people these days who neglect their subordinates when they are sick; they are more concerned
about their own well-being than their servants’ health, more preoccupied with their own luxuries
than their servants’ necessities.(* Zachary 2.47; PL 186:173A.)He earnestly begged him, I say,
to come to his house, torn between anxiety about his servant and reverence for Christ’s majesty.
Perceiving his devotion, Jesus responded through the intermediaries, “I will come—see his
humility! and heal him*—see his tenderness!” And Jesus went with them; * his power to heal
went ahead of his physical body. How different he is from those doctors who are very ready to
make house calls for the wealthy but do not visit the poor!(* Matt 6:7. * Luke 7:6.)And when he
was now not far from the house, the centurion had second thoughts, converted by an act of faith
in the eminence and majesty of Christ. Before the first messengers had returned, he sent his
friends to him, asking him not to come: “Lord, do not trouble yourself; for I am not worthy that you
should enter under my roof.” * Because of his humility and in consideration of Christ’s greatness,
he did not say palace, or even house, although he was a ruler, but roof.* Given his Gentile way of



life, he feared offending Christ, whom he believed to be God, if he came bodily to him. But in
Augustine’s opinion, by saying that he was unworthy he showed that he was worthy to have
Christ not within his walls, but within his very heart.* And Chrysostom says, “Because he thought
he was unworthy to welcome Christ into his home, he became worthy of the kingdom.” *(* Luke
7:6. * this sent Gorran Matt 8:8. * Sermo 62.1.1; PL 38:415; CL 41Aa:296. * cited St Cher, Luke
7:6.)He humbled himself still further, saying, “For this reason I did not think myself worthy to
come to you, and sent intermediaries on my behalf. But even without being physically present,
say the word through which all things are created, governed, and made whole, and my servant
shall be healed.” * For he spoke and they were made.* Bede exclaims: “What great faith: he
believes that if Christ speaks, it will happen!” * Peter Cantor of Paris writes, “From this we can
conclude that it is better not to be ordained, or to consecrate or receive the Eucharist, unless
one can do so with a good conscience. To be ordained, to celebrate the Eucharist, or receive
Holy Communion—I will not say, with a bad conscience, for that would be a mortal sin—but with
a doubtful conscience, when that doubt could be resolved, will do more harm than good to the
person who approaches. An irregularity excludes someone from ministering this sacrament, so it
behooves us to know how such irregularities are incurred, what actions lead to this, and what
our state in life demands.” *(* Luke 7:7. * Ps 32:9. * cited Gorran Luke 7:7. * source
unknown.)The Centurion’s Virtues* This centurion shows us three wonderful virtues in his
deeds: humility, faith, and prudence. He had great humility because, although the Lord was
ready to come to him, he judged that he was unworthy to have him come under his roof. He also
had perfect faith because, although a Gentile, he believed that God could restore his servant to
health simply with a word. And he had no little prudence because he recognized divinity hidden
in the flesh and understood that the person he saw walking towards him was present
everywhere in his divinity. Nor was he lacking in charity: while many people were approaching
Jesus on behalf of their sick children or family members, he asked only for the healing of a
servant.*(* R 2. * Haymo, Hom 19; PL 118:144AB.)Persevering in his constancy of faith, he
showed that the Lord was able to effect the cure with a mere word: “For I also am a man subject
to the authority of the governor and emperor, having under me soldiers and servants, and I say
to this soldier, ‘Go and conduct this business in my absence,’ and he goes, and to another,
‘Come and carry out this task in my presence,’ and he comes, and to my servant, ‘Do this,’ and
he does it * without delay.” From this he concluded that if at his word one person went, another
came, and a third did what he ordered, how much more true it was that if Christ, the Lord and
God, told a sickness to go, it would go; if he told health to come, it would come; if he told a
paralytic to do something, he would do it, and if he told his ministering angels to perform a
miracle, they would perform it.*(* Matt 8:9. * Haymo, Hom 19 approx; PL 118:144C.)He
reasoned from the lesser to the greater: “The word of God should be carried out more than the
word of a mere human being. If my bidding is done, I, who am a man and not God, a subject and
not the most high Lord, how much more will yours be, since you are God and the most high
Lord? If I, who am a man of modest authority, subject to others, can act through my agents and



command subordinates who will obey my word, how much more can you, who are the
omnipresent God and omnipotent Lord, whom all the powers serve and all the angels obey, act
to heal my servant simply by saying a word, without being physically present? So there is no
need to tire your body by walking.”The Faith of a Gentile*And Jesus, hearing this, marveled.‡
The centurion’s words demonstrated great faith because he had perceived the eminence of
majesty under the veil of the flesh, and Christ’s face expressed his admiration. The Lord
marveled at the faith at work in the centurion’s heart and praised the wonders of God in him; not
that something could amaze the one who does all things admirably, but he did this to teach us to
marvel at God’s blessings and praise him.* Augustine says, “The Lord marveled at something as
a sign that we should marvel at it, for we still need to be reminded of this. All movements of this
kind, when spoken of God, are not signs of a perturbed soul but of an instructing Teacher.” *(* R
3. ‡ Matt 8:10. * Peraldus, Sermo 3 2nd Sunday after Oct Epiphany approx; vol. 2, p. 97. * De
Gen contra Manich 1.8.14; PL 34:180.)Marveling at the centurion’s faith, he likewise extolled it,
and said to them that followed him, approving his faith and proposing him as an example, “Amen
I say to you, I have not found so great faith, that is, evidence of such faith and such readiness to
believe, in Israel * and her people at the present time.” For he had found it more in ancient times,
in Abraham, Isaac, and the many patriarchs and prophets who are the beginning of our faith.
(Exception must always be made in the case of the Blessed Virgin whenever merit or sin is
mentioned.) Nor should his words be understood to refer to everyone present, because those he
was addressing, the apostles who were following him, should be excluded. This is a common
way of speaking. For example, if you enter a house with some companions and there is no one
there, you say, “I did not find anyone in that house.” In such a case, you do not count the people
who are with you, and your words refer to those who are absent.*(* Matt 8:10. * Peraldus, Sermo
3 2nd Sunday after Oct Epiphany approx; vol. 2, p. 97.)Chrysostom suggests that if we want to
think that the centurion has greater faith than the apostles, this should be understood to mean
that every good quality in a person is praised according to that person’s condition. For a peasant
to speak sagely is a great thing, while for a philosopher to do so would be no cause for wonder.*
So also here: it would not be the same thing for a Jew and a Gentile to believe. Chrysostom also
suggests that these words can be understood in terms of the origin of faith: others believed
because they saw signs; this man had seen no miracles but believed simply by hearing.* Jerome
says, “He said I have not found so great faith in Israel, referring to those present at the time, not
the patriarchs and prophets, unless perhaps in the centurion the Gentiles’ faith is put ahead of
the faith of Israel.” * And Bede, “The centurion’s faith is more praiseworthy than the faith of those
present: they had been instructed by the law and the admonitions of the prophets, whereas he
had no one to teach him but believed of his own will.” * Jesus marveled at the faith of this Gentile
centurion and praised it so that his praise would disturb the Israelites and make them blush. He
saw that the faith of the Gentiles was a cause for wonder because it would grow greater than
that of the Jews; the faith of the Gentiles was not only praised in the centurion but prefigured in
him.(* Opus imperf 22; PG 56:753–54. * Opus imperf 22; PG 56:753. * Com Matt 8:10; PL



26:51D; CL 77:49–50. * Com Luke 7:9; PL 92:416D; CL 120:156.)* The Lord took the occasion
of his welcome in faith by this foreigner to suggest and foretell the call and conversion of the
Gentiles and, by reason of their lack of faith, the rejection of the Jews: “Amen, that is, truly, I say
and predict to you that, as this example of Gentile faith foreshadows, many shall come to the
unity and belief of the church from the east and the west, the south and the north,* that is, from
every part of the world and from every race.” ‡ Many, he says, not all—because not all are
obedient to the Gospel. Augustine suggests that these two parts, the east and the west, signify
the whole world.* Jacob had spoken of the church under this image: You shall spread abroad to
the west, and to the east, and to the north, and to the south.‡(* R 4. * Latin Diatessaron?. ‡ Matt
8:10-11; Luke 13:29. * Sermo 62.6; PL 38:417; CL 41Aa:300. ‡ Gen 28:14.)In a moral sense,
those come from the east who are humbled by a consideration of their own nature or birth, or
who undertake penance in their youth; those come from the west who are converted by the
remembrance of death, or do penance in old age; those come from the south who, blessed by
prosperity, perform works of piety and practice temperance in the midst of their success; and
those come from the north who, urged on by necessity, feel remorse and maintain patience in
the midst of adversity. Some of each of these will be saved.He continues, “And shall sit down,
that is, rest happily,* not by reclining bodily but reposing spiritually, with Abraham, and Isaac and
Jacob and all the other faithful, my friends, in the kingdom of heaven,* the realm of the righteous,
where there is light, glory, life eternal, and every good.” Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob are
mentioned by name because the guarantee of the Promised Land was made primarily to them,
by which the homeland of the blessed is signified. But the children of the kingdom shall be cast
out into the exterior darkness.* The children of the kingdom were the Jews, over whom God was
reigning: children of the call, but not the election; of the promise, but not the fulfillment; by repute,
but not in reality; who in fact possessed the kingdom but showed that they were unworthy of it.
These were to be cast out from the vision of the face of God into the exterior darkness, because
they were dark within; first came the darkness of sin, then the darkness of Gehenna.(* Latin
Diatessaron?. * Matt 8:11. * Matt 8:12.)Gregory teaches that interior darkness is blindness of the
mind, exterior darkness is the eternal night of damnation.* Exterior darkness is spoken of here
because, although there will be fire, it will give no light: whatever can be seen will be seen for
desolation of the damned, not their consolation.* Isidore explains, “The fires of Gehenna will
give light to the damned to increase their misery—they will be able to see why they are suffering,
rather than giving them the consolation of seeing why they rejoice.” *(* Mor 4.XIII.24; PL
75:650C; CL 143:180. * Lyra Matt 8:12. * Sent 1.28.3; PL 82:597C; CL 111:86.)There shall be
weeping and gnashing of teeth.‡ There shall be weeping of the eyes from the smoke and the
heat of the flames; death entered through them as through a window, because it is not licit to
look on what one should not desire. There shall be gnashing of teeth on account of the cold,
because they loved to eat voraciously—or weeping from anguish of the soul and gnashing from
fury that they repented too late for their sins. These words show the greatness of their torment.(‡
Matt 8:12.)The Centurion’s Servant is Healed*And, through the intermediaries, Jesus said to the



centurion: “Go, return without a care, and as you have believed perfectly, so be it done* to you.‡
Your servant will be healed.” (It should be understood that, as the request was made through
messengers, his response was given in the same way.)* Rabanus Maurus says, “He showed
that it was due to the man’s faith that he had obtained the healing of his servant, so that the faith
would grow stronger in him and he could foresee that through faith it was possible to receive
whatever he wished that was in conformity with God’s will.” *(* R 6. * fiat. ‡ Matt 8:13. * Zachary
2.47; PL 186:174A. * Com Matt 8:13; PL 107:860A; CM 174:238.)And the servant was healed at
the same hour‡ by the word of the absent Christ. Christ had mentioned that simple word, fiat, the
word by which all things had been made. The centurion’s faith and Christ’s power, that power
which the centurion had confessed, were both verified by what happened. The centurion had
professed, Only say the word, and my servant shall be healed. Christ said the word, and the
deed was done. Chrysostom notes, “The speed is to be marveled at: it shows Christ’s power not
only to heal, but to do it in an instant.” * He healed him with a word while he was still on the way,
lest it be thought that he was powerless to act if he were not there in person, and not from
humility.* Here we might consider what our faith can do for ourselves, if it can do so much for
another: the servant was healed by the centurion’s faith.(‡ Matt 8:13. * Hom Matt 25.2; PG
57/58:339. * Zachary 2.47; PL 186:173B.)Let us also reflect on the Lord’s humility. He was
prepared to go to the centurion’s servant, although he had not been asked to, whereas he did
not go to the son of the royal official when asked (about whom something will be said later).* He
shunned worldly pomp: For the Lord is high, and looks on the low from nearby, and the high and
proud he knows afar off,* with disdain. His refusal to go to the royal official’s son was made,
according to Gregory, to check our pride: “We respect people for their wealth and reputation, not
because they are made in the image of God. Look, he came down from heaven and did not
refuse to hasten to be a servant on earth, while we who are of the earth refuse to be humbled on
earth! What is more vile in God’s sight, what more displeasing to him, than for us to safeguard
our reputation before others and not fear the witness of our conscience?” * And Ambrose writes,
“He refused to go to the ruler’s son, lest it seem that he esteemed riches; here, he went himself,
lest it seem that he despised the humble station of the centurion’s servant. For, all of us, slave
and free, are one in Christ.” *(* Zachary 2.47; PL 186:173B. * Ps 137:6. * 40 Hom 28.2; PL
76:1212A; CL 141:241. * Exp Luke 5.84; PL 15:1659A; CL 14:163.)Symbolic Meanings* The
centurion prefigures the faith of the Gentiles: he symbolizes the first fruits and elect of the
nations. They are, as it were, escorted by a retinue of a hundred soldiers who are raised aloft by
the perfection of virtue, believing in Christ and working for the conversion of others. Remigius
says, “The centurion signifies those Gentiles who first believed and were perfect in virtue. A
centurion is in charge of a hundred soldiers, and one hundred is a perfect number.” * It was fitting
that the centurion asked on behalf of his servant, because the first fruits of the Gentiles
interceded with God for the salvation of all the nations.(* R 7. * CA, Matt 8:5–9.)If the objection is
raised that the magi were the first to believe in the Lord, I would answer that the centurion can be
called the first of the Gentiles because he was the first to come to faith without being taught by



anyone but the Holy Spirit. Even though the magi believed earlier, they were instructed through
the books of Balaam and the portent of a new star.1 * Christ was not manifested bodily to the
Gentiles; the word of faith was sent to them through the apostles and healed them of their lack of
faith.(* Gorran Matt 8:10.)* In a moral sense the centurion’s servant signifies sinners because of
the four evils sinners incur, which correspond to the four conditions ascribed to this servant. The
first evil is that they are slaves to sin and have a tendency to do wrong, and so this lad is called a
servant. Jesus says in John’s gospel, Whoever commits sin is the servant of sin.* The apostle
Peter teaches, For by whom a man is overcome, of the same also he is the slave.* And
Augustine writes, “Sinners are slaves to as many masters as they have vices.” * Sin takes control
of us and makes us prone to do evil, so that one sin leads to another. Sin also leads to a worse
servitude, slavery to the devil: the proud person is a slave to Lucifer, the greedy one is a slave to
Mammon, the lustful one is a slave to Asmodeus, and so on.2(* R 8. * John 8:34. * 2 Pet 2:19. *
De civ Dei 4.3; PL 41:114; CL 47:101.)The second evil is the sinner’s inability to do good,
signified by the servant lying at home. Those who are lying down cannot do any work.
Sometimes the sinner lies in the flames of wrath, at other times in the mud of lust or the thorns of
avarice. Rightly does the text say lying, because the sinner is incapable of performing any
meritorious good works.The third evil is shaking and trembling, because the sinner is always
afraid; this is signified by paralyzed, a condition that weakens the limbs and causes them to
shake. If sinners are told to give alms or to make restitution for what they have stolen or gained
illicitly, they are afraid they will become destitute; if they are told to fast, they are afraid they will
starve; if they are told to confess their sins, they tremble for shame; and if they are told to do
penance and make satisfaction for their sins, they fear the discomfort or pain. A paralytic like this
is sent into convulsions by the sound of rustling leaves!The fourth evil is affliction of spirit, which
is signified by the servant being described as grievously tormented. And in truth, sinners are
grievously tormented within by the worm of conscience that stings and bites them. Augustine
says, “It is as you have appointed: every inordinate affection brings its own punishment.” * And
we read in the book of Wisdom, A troubled conscience always forecasts grievous things.‡
Sinners are also tormented by other things. They are anxious about amassing honors, riches,
and bodily comforts; they are tortured in prosperity by the need to maintain all their superfluous
wealth and in adversity by impatience; they suffer grievously from the way their vices have
debased them; they are frightened by the eternal punishment to which they will be subjected. Yet
none of this spurs these miserable people to repent. However, the Lord sometimes cures such a
person, thanks to the merits and intercession of the saints.(* Conf 1.12.19; PL 32:670; CL 27:11.
‡ Wis 17:10.)If your soul is paralyzed and you feel these symptoms, beseech the saints and
send them to the Lord to intercede for you, as the centurion did with Jewish elders. Cry out to
him, “Lord, my servant lies at home sick with palsy, and is grievously tormented, and I am not
worthy by virtue of the fragility of my nature, the repulsiveness of my sins, and the number of my
miseries, that you should enter under my cramped, ruinous, and unclean roof; but only say the
word, and my servant shall be healed at your command.”As we saw earlier, these words of the



centurion were so efficacious that he was found worthy to welcome Christ into his heart. None of
us is worthy to receive the Body and Blood of Christ in the sacrament of the Eucharist; mindful of
our frailty, when we approach Christ’s Table we should learn a lesson from the centurion and
each say, “Lord, I am not worthy that you should enter under my roof, I am not worthy to receive
your Body and Blood in my mouth.” The power of these words will make us worthy. Origen
exhorts us, “When the holy and approved leaders of churches enter under your roof, in them the
Lord enters, and you should reckon that it is as if you were welcoming the Lord himself. And
when you eat and drink the Lord’s Body and Blood, then also the Lord comes under your roof.
You should humble yourself, and say, Lord, I am not worthy that you should enter under my roof.
Where the Lord comes to a place that is unworthy, he enters with condemnation for the one who
receives him.” *(* CA, Matt 8:5–9.)* This centurion can also stand for the reason or intellect,
whose servant is the sensitive appetite.3 This appetite ought to obey reason, but its obedience
has been weakened because of our corrupt nature. We perceive this sickness in our sensitive
appetite through reason, which should urge us to ask God ourselves and through others to heal
our servant—and so our servant is healed by the Lord. Again, recall that the centurion said, For I
also am a man subject to authority, having under me soldiers; and I say to this one, Go, and he
goes, and to another, Come, and he comes, and to my servant, Do this, and he does it. John
Cassian suggests this centurion as an image of the perfect mind, which with all its powers is
subject to God’s authority and so can drive away harmful thoughts and devote its attention to
wholesome ones. Thus we can say to wicked thoughts, “Go away,” and they depart; to good
thoughts, “Come,” and they come; and to our servant, that is, our body, that it should serve our
spirit in chastity and continence, and it will obey without the least contradiction, showing itself to
be a faithful servant to our spirit.*(* R 9. * Coll 7.5; PL 49:673B–74A.)Lord Jesus Christ, I am not
worthy that you should come under the roof of my flesh, because a servant of sensuality lies
paralyzed by the disease of sin in the house of my body, grievously tormented by the
disturbance of concupiscence. But come through an infusion of grace and say but the word of
truth so that my servant may be healed and rise up from sins. Merciful God, grant that I, a poor
sinner, may be placed under the authority of your grace, and by that grace have my natural
powers and virtues subject to me. In this way I will be able to control my thoughts, driving away
those that are harmful and dwelling upon those that are good, and my body will be an obedient
servant of my soul. Amen.__________1 Modern biblical scholars suggest a pre-Matthean
narrative based on the story of Balak and Balaam (Num 24) behind Matthew’s account of the
magi. Ancient biblical scholars made an explicit connection: the magi were descendants of
Balaam who had preserved his words. Origen states that the magi possessed the prophecies of
Balaam (Contra Celsum 1.59–60; PG 11:770).2 Asmodeus was the demon who killed Sarah’s
seven husbands on their wedding nights (Tob 3:8).3 Manifestations of the sensitive appetite are
called passions: love and hatred, desire and aversion, joy and sadness, hope and despair,
courage, fear, and anger (ST I–II, q. xxiii, a. 4).CHAPTER 43Cures of a Demoniac and Peter’s
Mother-in-law(Mark 1:21-31; Luke 4:31-39; Matt 8:14-15)*And he went down into Capharnaum,



whose name means field, beautiful village, abundance, and consolation.1 * Capharnaum
signifies the soul of a sincerely religious person, which should be imbued with an abundance of
charity, devotion, and contemplation. Christ went down into this town gladly, and this is what
made it a village of beauty and consolation. Peter Damian of Ravenna has this to say about such
beauty: “According to the dictates of my heart, I would say that if there is a paradise in this life it
is to be found in the cloister or the school; whatever exists outside of these two places abounds
in anxiety, disquiet, bitterness, terror, and sadness.” * The school he speaks of, however, should
be understood to mean the place where the divine Scriptures are studied, not vain learning. And
Hugh writes, “Nothing in this life can be experienced that is sweeter, nothing is taken up more
avidly, nothing can so detach the mind from love of this world, nothing so fortifies the spirit
against temptation, nothing so rouses and aids a person for every good work and labor, as the
study of sacred Scripture.” 2 *(* R 1. * Luke 4:31. * Peter of Blois, Ep 13; PL 207:42B. * PsBer,
Cognitione 7; PL 184:498C.)And forthwith upon the sabbath days, when a great many people
came into the city and left off their work to devote themselves to spiritual matters, going into the
synagogue where the experts in the law gave instruction and the common people came to learn,
he taught them.* Christ taught chiefly on that day and place because they lent themselves well
to instruction because so many people gathered at the synagogue.(* Mark 1:21.)Similarly,
Christians are required to come to church on the Lord’s Day to hear Mass, totally and integrally.
This obligation is rooted in natural law, divine law, and evangelical mandate. The law of nature
requires that some time be set aside and dedicated to prayer, the Decalogue commands that
the Sabbath be devoted to prayer, and the precept of the church directs that the time for this
prayer is at Mass, where God and we truly encounter one another. Because this is a precept, the
Gloss says that those who do not hear Mass on Sunday commit a mortal sin unless they are
constrained by necessity; on other days attendance is a matter of counsel, not binding law.3 *(*
source unknown.)*And they were astonished at his doctrine‡ because, although he was not
schooled in the law and the prophets, he taught very clearly and confirmed his teaching with
divine works. And so the text adds, for he was teaching them as one having power, because he
taught by manifesting potent signs and was not afraid to speak the truth, and not as the scribes,*
who taught with words only and feared to speak the truth, or were ashamed to because they did
not do what they taught. Bede observes, “The word of teachers possesses power if they practice
what they preach, but it is despised if they refute it by their own behavior. Or, he was teaching
them as one having power, and not as the scribes, because the scribes imparted to the people
the precepts they had learned from the law; but he, as the law’s Author and Fulfiller, freely added
to or subtracted from it.” * Although Christ confirmed his message with miraculous deeds,
preachers and teachers who cannot perform miracles must confirm their message by their
virtuous life; they must not be as the scribes, who speak but do not act, and who confirm their
message with arrogance and ostentation.(* R 2. ‡ Mark 1:22. * Mark 1:22. * Com Luke 4:32; PL
92:379A; CL 120:109–10.)Christ Commands the Unclean Spirit to be Silent*And the Lord’s
teaching was immediately confirmed in deed, because the text goes on to say, “And there was in



their synagogue a man with an unclean spirit, that is, possessed by a demon; he may have been
brought to that holy place to be set free. And he cried out with a loud voice, saying, ‘What have
we to do with you, Jesus of Nazareth? Have you come ahead of time to destroy us* by shattering
and taking away our power to harm people, and so torment us?’ ” The devil, moved by envy, is
tortured by the salvation of human beings; so Christ’s teaching, which is the medicine and
salvation of souls, afflicted him and caused him to cry out. Theophylact says, “Demons claim it is
their destruction to be expelled. They dwell mercilessly within people and consider that they are
suffering a great evil if they cannot disturb them.” *(* R 3. * Mark 1:23-24. * En Mark 1:23–28; PG
123:503C.)He went on, “I know who you are, that is, I strongly suspect that you are the Holy One
of God,* the Christ sent for the salvation of the human race.” Thanks to what the prophets had
said about the time, the place, and the circumstances of the Messiah’s coming, and for similar
reasons, the demons knew that he was the Christ promised in the law. However, they did not
know that he was God. Nor, when the devil tempted Christ in the wilderness, had he been able
to determine whether or not he was the Son of God by nature, although he had tested him in
three different ways. Had the demons known he was God, they would never have induced the
Jewish leaders to have him crucified: for if they had known it, they would never have crucified the
Lord of glory.*(* Mark 1:24. * 1 Cor 2:8; Lyra Mark 1:24 approx.)See how perverse is the
behavior of those who blaspheme their God in times of adversity, when even the demons
proclaimed him! Bede says, “This confession was not freely made, and no reward was given for
making it—it was compelled reluctantly by force of circumstances. If runaway servants saw their
master after a long time, they would suspect that nothing awaited them but a beating. When the
demons suddenly encountered their Lord dwelling on earth, they would think that he had come
to judge them. The Savior’s presence is the demons’ torment.” *(* Com Luke 4:34; PL 92:379C;
CL 120:110.)This demon is called an unclean spirit, because he made unclean the person he
possessed; just as a demon that makes a person deaf would be called a deaf spirit, or a demon
that makes a person mute would be called a mute spirit. Or, according to Chrysostom, he is
called unclean on account of his impiety and great distance from God, and because he
immerses himself in all kinds of depraved and wicked deeds.*(* CA, Mark 1:23–28.)Although the
demon was speaking the truth about him, the Lord commanded him to be silent lest he mix
falsehood with the truth, and also so that it would not seem that the Lord was seeking his
testimony (especially because the Pharisees were claiming that he cast out demons by the
power of Beelzebub), and the advantage of his passion and cross would not be recognized.*(*
Lyra Mark 1:25.)A very salutary lesson is given us here: we should not believe demons, who are
liars and do not remain in the truth, even though they sometimes proclaim what is true. If they
manage to get people to believe them, they mix lies with truth and truth with lies, and, by saying
what is true, they strive to lead believers into the error of idolatry and into sin. Also, the fact that
Christ rebuked and silenced a demon who was proclaiming his power and holiness teaches us
to flee from the praise of those who are base. For according to Seneca, it is as pathetic and
shameful to be praised by evildoers as it is to be praised for doing evil.*(* Martin Braga 3; PL



72:26A.)‡Christ commanded the unclean spirit to come out of the man, and the devil threw him
into the midst of them. Tearing him with pain, he went out of him and hurt him not at all * by
mutilating him. Jerome says, “The spirit, tearing him, went out of him and hurt him not at all.
When salvation draws near, so does temptation. It was when Pharaoh let the Israelites go that he
pursued them. Temptations become fiercer when the devil is despised.” *(‡ R 4. * Mark 1:26;
Luke 4:35. * Cumm, Mark 1:26; PL 30:596D.)This also took place in a spiritual manner: the devil
often casts our sin into the midst to bring us into disrepute; when we see ourselves covered with
shame, we forsake sin and the devil is compelled to go out of us. Hence we read in the Psalms,
Fill their faces with shame, and they shall seek your name, O Lord.* The shame sinners feel for
their wrongdoing is a powerful incentive to renounce sin. Seneca teaches that this is why shame
should not be shaken off: as long as it remains in our soul there are grounds for hope.* The
words tearing him, went out of him should be understood to mean that no one can be freed from
sin unless torn apart by compunction and wholesome contrition. This is especially true with sins
of the flesh, for these cannot be healed without afflicting the body. Truly, by what things a man
sins, by the same also he is tormented.*(* Ps 82:17. * Lucilium 25.2. * Wis 11:17.)On the
occasion of another expulsion of a demon, we read, And he became as dead, so that many said:
“He is dead.” * Gregory comments about this as follows: “Those set free from an evil spirit
appear to be dead, for those who have mastered their earthly desires extinguish worldly
behavior within themselves. They seem to be dead to the world, in that they lack the evil one that
possessed them and urged on their impure desires. Many people call them dead because they
themselves do not know how to live spiritually, so they look upon those who do not pursue
worldly goods to be wholly lifeless.” * If those who have been delivered from an evil spirit are
dead, it follows that those who are not dead to the world have not been freed from the evil one.
What a terrible statement for those who love the world!(* Mark 9:25. * Mor 10.XXX.50; PL
75:948C; CL 143:573.)But Jesus, taking him by the hand, lifted him up. And he arose.* He
himself stretches out his hand to those who are prostrate and raises up those who are crushed.
Ambrose writes, “In a mystical sense, the man with an unclean spirit in the synagogue
represents the Jewish people, who in a manner of speaking were entangled in the devil’s
snares, feigning bodily purity while being soiled within by base desires. It was rightly said that he
had an unclean spirit, for he had lost the Holy Spirit. Where Christ had gone out, the devil had
entered in.” * And Theophylact adds, “We must be aware that many have devils today, namely,
those who fulfill the desires of devils. Livid people have the demon of anger, and so on.” * Also, it
can be said that the Lord comes to the synagogue when our mind is recollected; then he says to
the demon dwelling there, “Speak no more,” and immediately it leaves us.(* Mark 9:26. * Exp
Luke 4.61; PL 15:1530C; CL 14:128. * En Luke 4:31–37; PG 123:755A.)Christ Goes to the Home
of Simon Peter*Leaving the synagogue immediately after speaking there and confirming his
teaching by expelling the demon, Christ went into Simon’s house* to take some refreshment
after his labors. Our Savior had assumed a passible body for our salvation, and sometimes he
spent time in the homes of those who were close to him to enjoy some quiet after his strenuous



work; in this way he came to Peter’s house for hospitality.* Cyril writes, “See how Christ resides
in a poor man’s home, freely enduring poverty for our sake, so that we might learn to visit the
poor and not look down on the destitute and needy.” * And Chrysostom, “Imagine how modest
the homes of these fishermen were, but he did not scorn to visit such humble dwellings,
instructing us in every way to trample on human pride.” * And again,(* R 5. * Luke 4:38. * Lyra
Matt 8:14. * CA, Luke 4:38–39. * Hom Matt 27.1; PG 57/58:344.)For this reason Christ never
entered the houses of the illustrious, but went to the homes of tax collectors, indeed the chief of
the tax collectors, and fishermen, leaving the splendid palaces to those who dressed luxuriously.
If you want him to call on you, adorn your house with almsgiving, prayers, supplication, and
vigils. No one need be ashamed of living in a hovel, if it is decorated with works like these. Nor
should the rich boast of their mansions; rather, let them blush and be zealous for these spiritual
adornments; then they can welcome Christ here, and hereafter possess an eternal dwelling
place.*(* source unknown.)Some say that, although Peter was from Bethsaida, he had a home in
Capharnaum for his wife’s sake. On the other hand, Mark writes, They came into the house of
Simon and Andrew.* According to Stephen, Peter’s house should not be understood to mean
that he owned the home, but that he was accustomed to go there to sell fish; for this reason, and
for companionship, he brought his wife there from her home. This is why it is also called
Andrew’s house, because they worked together in the fishing trade.*(* Mark 1:29. * Albert, Com
Mark 1:29.)‡Next, the disciples pled on behalf of Peter’s mother-in-law, who was afflicted with a
fever. The Lord, standing over her, commanded the fever to depart from her; then he lifted her
up, taking her by the hand; and immediately the fever left her, and she ministered to him* and his
disciples. She employed the strength she received to serve the Savior as an expression of her
gratitude. The woman experienced no weakness after her illness; only divine power can account
for this. Nature does not work in a moment: this is the signature of the divine Physician. It is
possible to cure a fever through natural means, but this cannot happen instantly as it is
described here, where she was so quickly and fully restored to perfect health that she was able
to get up and do things. This showed that the cure was miraculous, to confirm the disciples’
faith.*(‡ R 6. * Luke 4:39; Mark 1:31. * Lyra Mark 1:31.)Bede writes, “It is natural for someone
recovering from a fever to feel very weak from the effects of the illness, but the healing imparted
at the Lord’s command was total. She not only recovered her health, but she was so strong that
she could continually serve those who had helped her. According to the laws of moral
interpretation, the members that once served the wickedness of impurity and bore the fruit of
death now serve the works of righteousness for life eternal.” * And Cyril says, “Let us then
receive Christ when he visits us, so that we can carry him in our hearts and minds. He will
extinguish the fever of our disordered passions and make us whole so that we can minister to
him, that is, carry through to completion what is pleasing to him.” *(* Com Mark 1:31; PL
92:143A; CL 120:449. * CA, Luke 4:38–39.)Spiritual Meanings*In a moral sense we understand
from this incident that before we are healed of sin it is impossible for us to perform any service
that is pleasing to God, but as soon as we repent and are delivered from the fever of sin, we



should give ourselves over to God’s service immediately and completely. As the apostle says,
For as you have yielded your members to serve uncleanness and iniquity, unto iniquity, so now
yield your members to serve justice, unto sanctification.* If your soul is afflicted with the fever of
sin, ask the saints to intercede for you so that God may cure you in answer to their request; then
you will be able to show your gratitude by the service you give to God and his holy ones. Also,
just as the disciples entreated the Lord on her behalf, so we should pray for the sick and those
experiencing any other need.(* R 7. * Rom 6:19.)According to Bede, in a mystical sense Peter’s
house is the church of the circumcised, entrusted to his apostolate; his mother-in-law is the
synagogue, which is in a manner of speaking the mother of the church commended to Peter’s
care. This synagogue has a fever because she burns with envy and persecutes the church. The
Lord’s hand touches her when he transforms her carnal works into a spiritual understanding and
practice; raised up in this way, she ministers in a spiritual way.*(* Com Matt 8:14–15; PL
92:41CD.)In a moral sense, however, Peter’s mother-in-law with a fever can represent desires of
the flesh, because someone who burns with concupiscence experiences a threefold fever, as
John says: For all that is in the world is the concupiscence of the flesh and the concupiscence of
the eyes and the pride of life.* This ailment afflicts some people in their spirits, others in their
humors, and still others in their members, but in every case there is an unnaturally high
temperature. The first fever produces pride; the second, lust; the third, greed. Christ comes to
her by the grace that enlightens the mind, he commands by the grace that justifies, and he
touches her with his hand by the grace that assists.* Freed from the fever by contrition, she gets
up healed by confession and serves by making satisfaction for her sins.(* 1 John 2:16. *
Rabanus, Com Matt 8:14 approx; PL 107:861B.)The moral meaning of the description that
Christ stood over her is that none of us can experience spiritual healing unless we place
ourselves beneath Christ, humbling ourselves in a wholesome way by holy fear. Bede
comments, “If we were to say that the man freed from demonic possession represents in a moral
sense the soul purged of unclean thoughts, then the woman with a fever who is healed at the
Lord’s command can stand for the flesh that is delivered from the fever of concupiscence by the
restraining precepts of continence. Bitterness and anger and indignation and clamor and
blasphemy* come from an unclean spirit, but fornication, uncleanness, lust, evil concupiscence
and covetousness, which is the service of idols* come from fevers of the flesh.” *(* Eph 4:31. *
Col 3:5. * Com Mark 1:29; PL 92:142CD; CL 120:448.)Again, Peter’s mother-in-law can be
understood to represent sensuality, which Augustine speaks of as a woman, and Christ, who is
the image of the Father, represents rationality, by which humanity is made in the image of God.
Hence, in a moral sense Peter’s mother-in-law is healed when sensuality, laid low by the fever of
concupiscence, is restored to the right order of reason by moral virtue.* Thus the text goes on to
say and she ministered unto them because reformed sensuality ministers to moral virtue and
reason. We really do not grasp what sin is while we are under its power; we only begin to
appreciate what it is when we are free of it. Hence Chrysostom advises, “If you want to learn
about the stench of sin, think about it when the longing has been taken away and the flames



have died down: then you will see what sin is.” *(* cited in Lyra Matt 8:14. * source
unknown.)Note here, also, that the four illnesses that have been mentioned can be understood
spiritually as follows: leprosy signifies original sin; paralysis, actual sins of omission; fever, actual
sins of commission; demonic possession, culpable error.*(* Gorran Matt 8:14.)Christ Performs
Many Miracles* Then, to confirm the Gospel law, many miracles are cited together: And when it
was evening, after sunset, they brought to him all in that city that were ill and that were
possessed with devils,* and they presented them to him for him to heal them, for then they were
able to attend to this. Theophylact suggests that they waited until evening to bring the sick to
Jesus because that day was the Sabbath, and the multitude did not believe it was lawful to heal
on the Sabbath day; this is why they waited until after sunset to bring them.*(* R 8. * Mark 1:32. *
En Mark 1:32–34; PG 123:506C.)But he, laying his hands on every one of them, healed them.*
He did not shrink from touching anyone who was diseased, unlike those proud and scornful
doctors who disdain visiting the poor and coming into contact with the unfortunate. And he cast
out the spirits with his word * as a sign that Christ’s word, when devoutly heard, puts demons to
flight from the hearts of sinners. Although he could have healed all of them simply with a word, in
some cases he laid his hands on them because Christ’s humanity functioned as a kind of
instrument or organ for his divinity in performing miracles. Just as a craftsman works with his
tools, so the divine power in Christ did some things by means of his humanity, to show that it was
conjoined to his divinity. Christ’s miracles were performed with two ends in view: to manifest his
divinity and to confirm his teaching, and so to lead people to believe in him. Thus, with a touch
he healed the sick, cured lepers, and gave sight to the blind, and with his voice he raised the
dead and expelled demons.(* Luke 4:41. * Matt 8:16.)They brought the sick and those
possessed by demons to him at nightfall to signify that Christ came to cast out demons and heal
the sick in the evening of the world.* This was after sunset because his passion, during which
the Sun of Justice set, would in the future be the medicine for every spiritual ailment.* According
to Bede, the setting of the sun symbolizes in a mystical sense the passion and death of the one
who said, As long as I am in the world, I am the light of the world.* And the majority of
demoniacs and the sick were healed after sunset because, while he lived among us in the flesh,
he taught a small number of Jews, but the gifts of faith and salvation were later sent throughout
the world to all the nations.* In a moral sense, sunset symbolizes the waning of worldly prosperity
—many are healed then who were seriously ill while the sun of success was shining.(* Lyra Matt
8:16 mor. * Lyra Luke 4:40 mor. * John 9:5. * Com Mark 1:32; PL 92:143AB; CL 120:449.)Pause
here to reflect on how so many miracles are summed up in a very few words; were they
described in detail, they would seem utterly incredible. Chrysostom writes, “Observe what a
large number of healings the evangelist hastens through, not describing the specifics of each,
but with a single phrase conjuring up an innumerable flood of miracles. Again, the greatness of
the prodigy would seem beyond belief if the many diseases healed in so short a time were
related in detail.” * And Bede says,(* Hom Matt 27.1; PG 57/58:345.)The demons confessed that
he was the Son of God, and they recognized that he was the Christ. The devil knew that Jesus



was truly human, because he had been worn out by fasting, but he was not sure whether or not
he was the Son of God, because he had not been able to overcome him by temptation. Now,
because of the Lord’s powerful signs, he recognized, or at least suspected, that Christ was the
Son of God, but he did not foresee that Christ’s demise would be his own death sentence. Truly,
as the apostle says, this mystery had been hidden over the centuries, and none of the leaders of
this age knew it: For if they had known it, they would never have crucified the Lord of glory.*(* 1
Cor 2:8; Com Mark 1:34; PL 92:143C; CL 120:449.)When he cast out the devils, he suffered
them not to speak,‡ lest if people heard them speaking the truth to the world they would
acquiesce when they spoke lies. The Gloss says, “He forbade them to speak so that people
would not later follow them into error because they had previously heard them say what was
true. An unscrupulous teacher mixes falsehoods with truth to conceal lies under the appearance
of truth.” *(‡ Mark 1:34. * Ambrose, Exp Luke 6.102; PL 15:1696A; CL 14:211.)Christ Again
Retires to the Wilderness*And rising very early, going out from Capharnaum, he went into a
desert place* to flee from the plaudits of the people and devote himself to prayer. In this he gives
an example: preachers and performers of divine wonders should avoid vainglory and
ostentation, and after the labors of preaching they should return to solitary contemplation and
hidden prayer.* There they can give thanks to God for what has been accomplished and prepare
themselves for the next preaching mission by drinking in for themselves what they will afterwards
pour out to others. Theophylact suggests that here Christ shows us that we ought to attribute any
good we do to God, and say to him, Every best gift and every perfect gift is from above, coming
down from you.* Therefore, Christ went into the desert to pray not because he needed to, but to
give us a good example and a model for prayer, and so that we would fly from worldly
distractions and cares and seek out a quiet corner in our mind when we want to pray or speak
with him.(* R 9. * Mark 1:35. * Lyra Mark 1:35 mor approx. * Jas 1:17; En Mark 1:35–39; PG
123:507B.)And the multitudes sought him by faith and came unto him by hope. And they stayed
him by charity, that he should not depart from them* and they could make greater progress by
attending to him. Chrysostom says, “He joyfully welcomed them but chose to dismiss them so
that others could also partake of his doctrine, and so it follows that he said to them, To other
cities also I must preach the kingdom of God.” * That is to say, he had to proclaim that the
kingdom of God is reached through the path of repentance. Theophylact explains, “He moves on
to those who are in greater need: it was not right to shut up his doctrine in one place, but to throw
out his rays everywhere.” * And Chrysostom, again: “Observe also that he might by remaining in
one place have drawn everyone to himself. He did not do this, however, giving us an example to
go about and seek those who are perishing, as the shepherd does for the lost sheep and the
physician does for the sick. By recovering one soul, we can blot out a thousand sins.” *(* Luke
4:42. * Mark 1:38; CA, Mark 1:35–39. * En Mark 1:35–39; PG 123:507B. * CA, Luke 4:42–
44.)Lord Jesus Christ, remove and cast out from me the unclean spirit, so that he can in no way
soil me or hold me prisoner in his filth. May I truly be, and show myself to be, dead to the world
when I am freed from the evil possessor who disturbs us by impure desires. I also ask you, Lord,



the Physician of souls, to deliver me from the fever of vices so that, rising from them, I will have
the strength to minister to you and show you grateful service. Finally, Lord, cure me and all those
hindered by various spiritual ills so that, healed of our sins and restored to perfect health, we
may minister to you and carry through to completion your good pleasure. Amen.__________1
Jerome, Int nom, renders Capharnaum as field or village of consolation (PL 23:843; CL
72:139).2 The original text has the grace of contemplation, not the study of sacred Scripture.3
The obligation to attend Mass on Sunday is found in canons as far back as the Council of Elvira,
ca. 300.CHAPTER 44The Raising of the Widow’s Son(Luke 7:11-17)*And it came to pass
afterwards that he went into a city of Galilee that is called Nain, and there went with him his
disciples and a great multitude* that followed him because of the novelty of his works, the
attractiveness of his teaching, and the devotion of his holiness. The city of Nain is about two
miles from Mount Tabor; above it is Mount Endor, at whose base the brook Cison flows.1 Before
the city gate, where there was a great concourse of people, the Lord met a sizeable crowd
emerging from the town to bury the only son of a widow. (In ancient times the places of burial
were situated outside cities and away from human habitations to avoid infection from the
decomposing bodies.)* This took place so that the miracle would be more evident and there
would be a large number of witnesses to such a wondrous sign. These people were found
worthy to see this miracle because they were performing an act of piety by accompanying the
funeral procession and comforting the grieving widow.(* R 1. * Luke 7:11. * Lyra Luke
7:11.)Gregory of Nyssa provides a summary of her sorrow in a few words: “The mother was a
widow and had no further hope of having children. She had no one else to look to in place of him
who had died. He was the only one she had nursed at the breast, the only one who had made
her home cheerful; whatever is sweet and precious to a mother, he alone was to her.” * And Cyril
exclaims, “These were the sufferings to excite compassion and able to prompt mourning and
tears!” *(* De hom opificio 25; PG 44:219. * CA, Luke 7:11–17.)When the Lord had seen such
sorrow and affliction, being moved as man with mercy and compassion towards her, an elderly
widow with no other children, he said to her: “Weep not.” * It was as if he were saying, “Before
long you will be consoled! Cease weeping as though he were dead, because you will soon see
him raised up to life.” * God is the consoler of the afflicted, especially when he sees that the tears
flow for the miseries or sins of others. According to Bede, the Lord was moved to compassion to
provide us with an example of mercy to imitate.* And Chrysostom adds, “When he who consoles
the sorrowful bids us dry our tears, he teaches us to receive consolation from the departed,
hoping for their resurrection.” * Pagans and Gentiles have a reason to mourn the dead, because
they know nothing of the resurrection; but Christians believe in the resurrection, so they have no
cause to lament.(* Luke 7:13. * Bede, Com Luke 7:13; PL 92:418A; CL 120:158. * Bede, Com
Luke 7:13; PL 92:418B; CL 120:158. * CA, Luke 7:11–17.)And he came near and touched the
bier,* so that the saving work would be accomplished by contact with his body, showing that his
Godhead was united to his body in such a way that it served as the instrument of his divinity in
performing miracles.* Loculus is a diminutive word that refers to the place where the dead are



laid: when people are alive, a great palace or a mansion does not provide enough room; after
death, very little space is needed. When Alexander the Great died, a certain philosopher
observed that while he was alive the whole world was not big enough to hold him, but now a
small coffin could.2(* Luke 7:14; loculum. * Lyra Luke 7:14.)And they that carried it stood still, not
daring to go further. And he said: “Young man, I say to you, arise.” * And, as God, he raised him
up. And he that was dead sat up and began to speak.* From this it was obvious that he had truly
been brought back to life; perhaps his words were expressions of thanks.* And he gave him to
his mother,* for it was for her sake that the son had been raised, so that the one who had been
the cause of her sorrow would be the source of her consolation. And there came a fear upon
them all, for they were stupefied by such a tremendous miracle; fear is not always engendered
by something evil, but by reverence for power and goodness. And they glorified God and loudly
sang his praises, because the more serious the fall, the more intense the gratitude felt for the
one who brings deliverance, and the hope of salvation is more assured to those who repent.
They were saying, A great prophet is risen up among us, the one promised by the law and the
prophets, and, God has visited his people,* sending them a Savior to redeem them, like a
physician who visits the sick to heal them.(* Luke 7:14. * Luke 7:15. * Lyra Luke 7:14. * Luke
7:15. * Luke 7:16.)Spiritual Meanings*In a mystical sense, the deceased young man represents
one who is dead because of mortal sin. His mother is the church, the community of all believers;
every member is one of her children. The sinner is called the only son of his mother, the church,
because she weeps like a mother whose only son has died whenever any of her children fall into
sin.* The church is described as a widow because she was redeemed by the death of her
spouse, or because, at the present time of pilgrimage on earth, she is deprived of her spouse’s
embrace. Of this widow, we read in the Psalms, Blessing I will bless her widow.3 *(* R 2. *
Zachary 2.50; PL 186:175B. * Ps 131:15.)The dead man is taken out for burial when our inner
feelings are expressed in outward deeds. The four pallbearers are the four emotions of our heart:
joy and sorrow, hope and fear. These four carry us to death when they are abused. Bernard says
of them, “They love what they should not, fear what they ought not, grieve vainly, and rejoice
even more vainly.” * Or these four bearers are the love of sin, the fear of penance, the hope of
gain, and presumption on God’s mercy.(* Albert, Com Ps 54:4.)Or they are four things that
encourage a soul to persevere in sin: trust that my life will be very long, which often deceives
people; dwelling on the failings of others, which keeps me from reforming my own life; a foolish
hope that I will repent at the end of my life and obtain pardon because God is so merciful; and
suffering no punishment for sin, which makes me ready to sin all the more.* Or these pallbearers
can be understood as carnal desires, the empty praise of flatterers, the words of mercenary
shepherds that soothe but do not prick evildoers, or any word or action that encourages others
to sin.(* Voragine, Sermo 1 16th Sunday after Trinity; p. 246.)The gate through which the dead
man is carried out of the city is manifest sin committed by any of our five senses. Whoever sees,
hears, or says something that is not permitted is carried dead out of the city through the gate of
sight, hearing, speech, and similarly for the other senses.* Therefore these gates must be



carefully guarded. Hence Bede teaches, “I think that the city gate through which the dead man
was carried out stands for any of our bodily senses. Those who sow discord in the community or
speak blasphemy are carried out dead through the gate of their mouth. Whosoever shall look on
a woman to lust after her* produce evidence of their death through the gate of their eyes.
Whoever listen with an itching ear to idle tales, obscene verses, or detraction bring about their
death through this gate. And those who do not watch over their other senses bring death upon
themselves.” * The bier is the sinner’s conscience, where an evil conscience rests as on a bed.(*
Zachary 2.50; PL 186:175C. * Matt 5:28. * Com Luke 7:11; PL 92:417D; CL 120:158.)‡One who
is dead in mortal sin is raised up by God through the prayers of the church. Here we will discuss
how this raising up takes place, figuratively speaking. There are three signs of spiritual death
and three signs of spiritual resurrection. The image of spiritual death is seen in the image of
bodily death. There are three indications of this. The first is lack of motion, and the inability to
perform good works is a sign of spiritual death, as we read in Exodus, Let them become
immoveable as a stone.* The second symptom is a lack of feeling, as when someone is struck
but does not feel it. If people are impervious to the spiritual blows of admonition, it is an
indication that they are spiritually dead, as we read in Proverbs: They have beaten me, but I was
not sensible of pain; they drew me, and I felt not.* The third symptom is rigidity, and when
someone’s heart is so hard that it cannot bend in compassion to a neighbor or in obedience to
God, this is a sign of spiritual death, as it says in the book of Kings that Jeroboam’s hand
withered when he extended it toward the altar.* These are the three symptoms of spiritual death
—and truly, pride impedes good works, soft living dulls feeling, and avarice hardens a person.
(‡R 3. * Exod 15:16. * Prov 23:35. * 1 Kgs 13:4.)In contrast to these, there are three signs of a
spiritual resurrection, which are suggested by these words in the gospel passage: He that was
dead sat up and began to speak. And he gave him to his mother. He sat up means contrition, for
by contrition we come to our senses and recoil from sin. He began to speak means confession,
in which we accuse ourselves by speaking. He gave him to his mother means satisfaction, for
when we are absolved we are enjoined to perform an act of penance and are restored to our
mother, the church, and the communion of the faithful. This spiritual incorporation is brought
about by prayer, fasting, and works of mercy.* The manner of this raising is suggested by the
words he came near and touched the bier. The Savior draws near spiritually to those who are
dead when he bestows some prevenient grace or desire for one’s own salvation. He touches the
bier when he softens the hard heart and conscience of sinners to repent; the sinners recover
self-knowledge, and then the dead can rise up from their sin.(* R 4.)Understand that the Holy
Spirit chooses to have death symbolize sin to show how urgently we must flee from it and how
much we should grieve when it is committed. We should avoid sin like death itself, and mourn it
as death: when we see a friend in mortal sin, we ought to weep as if he were truly dead, in fact
more so. Just as this dead man represents the sinner, so his being raised up represents the
sinner’s conversion. We must fear sin and mourn when it is committed more than we mourn
death itself—and all the more must we desire the sinner’s conversion and rejoice when it takes



place. Therefore, O sinner, I beg the Lord to raise you up from the death of sin and restore you to
his holy church, in praise and glory of his name.Ambrose writes, “If there is a grave sin that you
cannot wash away with the tears of your penitence, let mother church weep for you, who
intercedes for each of her own as a widowed mother for her only child. She suffers the spiritual
grief of nature when she sees her children urged on to death by mortal sins. We are in the very
innermost depths of her womb.” * And Augustine: “The widowed mother rejoiced at the
resurrection of that young man; mother church rejoices daily when people are raised to life in
spirit. He was dead in the body, they in the mind.” *(* Exp Luke 5.92; PL 15:1660D; CL 14:164–
65. * Sermo 98.2; PL 38:591–92.)‡In a moral sense, we should note that Christ raised three
people from the dead: the little girl inside her house, that is, one who is dead through consent to
corrupt desires that are still sheltered under the roof of thought or will; the young man at the
gate, that is, one who is dead in sins of word or deed; and Lazarus in the tomb, that is, one who
is dead as a stone and crushed under the weight of evil habit, is putrid, and corrupts others by ill
repute. The Lord raises up and heals all of these when they return to him with true repentance,
and the ease with which they are raised up by grace corresponds to the gravity of their sinful
condition.*(‡ R 5. * Voragine, Sermo 1 16th Sunday after Trinity approx; p. 246.)The Lord raised
up the little girl in the presence of just a few people and with great ease, simply saying to her,
Arise.* He raised up the young man at the gate in the presence of a larger crowd and with more
difficulty, touching the bier and saying, Young man, I say to you, arise. The raising of Lazarus
was the most difficult: with weeping, groaning, and inner turmoil he cried out in a loud voice,
Lazarus, come forth.* And he seemed to call on those present for their help and testimony,
saying, Loose him and let him go.* It is not that it was harder for the Lord to raise Lazarus than it
was to raise the little girl for, as Augustine observes, no one rouses a person asleep in bed as
easily as Christ does someone in the tomb.*(* Mark 5:41. * Zachary 2.60; PL 186:196D–97B. *
John 11:43, 44. * Sermo 98.2; PL 38:592.)The Lord’s actions exemplify other things as well:
when we are weighed down by ingrained habits, it is only with difficulty and great effort that we
can be freed. This, in a manner of speaking, compels the Lord to weep and lament, so although
we should avoid all sin, it is above all habitual sin we must flee from, for it is so difficult to heal.
Ambrose warns, “Every sin becomes trivial with habit, until people regard it as nothing.” * On the
other hand, good habits make every virtue easier and more agreeable. It is as easy to get
accustomed to the one as it is to the other.(* Augustine, Sermo 17.3; PL 38:125.)Three forms of
the death caused by sin are designated by these three people: sin of the heart, sin of action, and
habitual sin. In raising them back to life, the Lord shows that he has power over three kinds of
death—natural death, the death of sin, and the death of Gehenna—and over three kinds of life:
nature, grace, and glory. There is a fourth dead person, suggested by the disciple who has
heard Christ but chooses not to follow him. This death is caused by stubbornness, despair, or
making excuses for the wickedness of one’s sins. Of such a one Christ says, Let the dead bury
their dead.*(* Matt 8:22.)No One Should Despair*If you who hear these things are standing, do
not presume, but be on guard lest you fall. If you have fallen, do not despair, but be anxious to



rise again. Augustine writes,(* R 6.)So then, dearly beloved, let us listen to all this in such a way
that those who are alive may go on living and those who have died can come back to life. If it is
still a matter of sin in your heart that has not been expressed in action, repent of it, correct the
thought, and let the dead person arise within the walls of conscience. If it is a case of having
carried out what you intended, there is still no need to despair. You are not one of the dead who
were restored to life indoors, so rise when you are carried out: repent of the deed and come to
life straightaway. Do not go down into the depths of the grave, do not receive on top of you the
dead weight of habit.But perhaps I am now addressing some who are already weighed down by
the hard stone of their habits, who are already hard pressed by weight of custom, who are
already four days dead and stinking. You should not despair either—the dead are buried deep,
but Christ is on high. You too should repent. When Lazarus was raised up after four days, no
stench of death remained with him once he was alive. So, then, let those who are alive stay alive,
but if any are dead, in whichever of these three deaths they find themselves, let them do
penance and hasten to rise up again with all speed.*(* Sermo 98.7; PL 38:595.)And Chrysostom
says,We who stand should not be over-confident, but should say to ourselves, He that thinks he
stands, let him take heed lest he fall.* Neither let us despair if we have fallen, but say to
ourselves, Shall not he that falls, rise again? * Many who mounted to the very summit of heaven
and exhibited great patience have tripped up in a small way and plunged into an abyss of
wickedness. Others on the contrary have risen up from those depths to heaven, and from being
buffoons on stage have passed over to angelic sophistication, manifesting such virtue that they
drive away demons and work many other miracles. Scripture abounds with examples of this, as
does daily life.*(* 1 Cor 10:12. * Jer 8:4. * Hom Matt 26.5; PG 57/58:340; Latin differs.)Physicians
write up their most difficult diseases in books and teach others how to cure them so that those
who are learned in these more grave illnesses can easily master those that are less serious.
Similarly, God has brought forward the greatest sins* so that those who have offended in lesser
ways may find the remedy easy; if those serious illnesses could be healed, how much more the
lesser ones.*(* e.g., those of David. * Hom Matt 26.6; PG 57/58:340–41; Latin differs.)Therefore,
let us arm ourselves with good works; if any offense has occurred, let us wash it away, so that,
having been found worthy to live in this present life for God’s glory, we may enjoy the life to
come.*(* Hom Matt 26.8; PG 57/58:344; Latin differs.)We Should Mourn Spiritual Death Above
All*Picture this widow weeping at the death of her son, and, putting aside everything else, mourn
and lament the death of your soul, so that you will deserve to be raised up from this death by the
touch of divine mercy. Refrain from loud laughter, recalling that you must account for all your
actions at the Judgment. According to Chrysostom, “Nothing binds us more closely to God than
the tears that fall because of sorrow for sin and love of virtue, whether we are weeping for our
own sins or those of another.* How can you give yourself over to raucous laughter when you
have willingly been the cause of so much weeping, and you will one day stand before the awful
tribunal of Christ to render a precise accounting for each of your actions?” *(* R 7. * Hom Matt
6.5; PG 57/58:1035; Latin Anianus. * Hom Matt 6.6; PG 57/58:1037; Latin Anianus.)How very



dangerous it is for sinners to wallow in the filth of their sins, spiritually dead, not caring to cleanse
themselves through penance and rise again. If you should speak with the tongues of men and of
angels, and through your preaching were to convert as many people as have existed since the
beginning of the world, or as numerous as the stars in the sky, but have not made yourself clean
through penance, you are as sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal. If you should know all
mysteries and all knowledge, and all the kings and rulers of this world were guided peacefully by
your knowledge and your sage counsel, but you have not corrected yourself through penance,
you will accomplish nothing.If you should have all faith, such that you could win over to the faith
all Jews, heretics, and pagans, but you are in mortal sin, it profits nothing for the salvation of
eternal life. Again, if you were to found a thousand monasteries, and build a thousand hospitals
with your own hands, so that all the poor people in the world would be taken care of thanks to
your good works, but you persisted in mortal sin, you are not among those who will be saved.
And if you should deliver your body to be burned * like Lawrence, or flayed like Bartholomew, or
crucified like Christ, but died with one mortal sin, you will never be saved.(* 1 Cor 13:1-3.)Finally,
if you had a hundred thousand Masses offered for yourself, and all the saints and angels in
heaven were to prostrate themselves before God, shedding blood and tears in prayer for you
until the very last day, they could not bend God’s compassion to be merciful to you if you died in
the state of mortal sin. Therefore, one good confession is of greater benefit to the sinners whose
soul has died than all the good deeds just mentioned, whether they were to do them themselves
or they were done on their behalf by others.Lord Jesus Christ, come to Nain, my soul, which is
troubled by temptations. Draw near to the gate and keep those temptations from gaining
entrance through my senses. Approach by grace, touch by correction, and compel the bearers—
the occasions and opportunities of sinning—to halt. Speak to the soul prostrate in sin so that it
will become calm by good will, begin to speak by confession, and rise up by good works. Give
the soul back to its mother, the nurse of grace, so that it may stand erect by steadfastness. Thus
may your truth through knowledge, your virtue through deed, and your goodness through
perseverance visit your people, that is, the powers, the affections, and the thoughts of the soul.
Amen.__________1 Jerome mentions the hamlet (oppidulum) of Nain a couple of miles from
Mount Tabor (PL23:914B); Ludolph’s description is from Rorgo Fretellus, Liber locorum
sanctorum (PL 155:1045A).2 It is said that the epitaph on Alexander’s grave read, “A tomb now
suffices for him for whom the world did not suffice.”3 The Vulgate has viduam, but it should be
victui (provisions).CHAPTER 45A Scribe and Two other Would-be Followers(Matt 8:18-22; Luke
9:57-62)*And Jesus, seeing great multitudes about him and following him, gave orders to his
disciples to pass over the water* across the Sea of Galilee to a remote place. And he went along
so that he could cross over with them and separate them from the crowd. This is instructive for
preachers of the Gospel: let them avoid all adulation and do nothing for show.* We can also
understand from this that we should avoid worldly distractions. Preoccupations are like a mob
jostling the mind from every direction; as it says, They flocked to him from all sides.*(* R 1. * Matt
8:18. * Lyra Matt 8:18 mor. * Mark 1:45.)These thoughts block us from behind and prevent us



from considering our past deeds; they impede our progress forward, so that we do not reach out
for better things; and they hem us in on right and left, keeping us from desiring eternal blessings
and fearing punishment. Or else, from behind they keep us from examining our past failings; in
front, they prevent us from considering the peril of present prosperity; on the left, they conceal
the danger brought by adversity. A farrier blindfolds a horse when he wants to bleed it; then he
can make an incision wherever he pleases. Similarly, when the devil wants to pierce a human
being, he covers our eyes with cares and preoccupations; then he can wound us through sin and
bleed us of virtue. That is why these crowding concerns must be avoided. This is the multitude
that prevented Zacchaeus from seeing Jesus.*(* St Cher, Matt 8:18 approx.)A Scribe Comes to
Jesus*And a certain scribe came, in body but not in spirit, and said to him: “Master, I will follow
you wherever you go.” * This doctor of the law addresses Jesus as Master, not Lord, because he
came to learn, not to serve; nor was he really looking for a teacher, but for the advantage that the
teaching would bring. He had two motives for following Christ: a hunger for gain and a thirst for
glory. Impressed by Christ’s many astonishing signs, he wanted to follow him so that he could
learn how to perform similar wonders; these would bring him wealth and prestige. A similar
consideration would later motivate Simon Magus, who sought to buy miraculous powers from
Simon Peter.*(* R 2. * Matt 8:19. * Acts 8:9-24; Zachary 2.51 approx; PL 186:177B.)And Jesus,
reading his soul, responded to his intentions rather than his words, saying, “The foxes have
holes in which to take refuge and rest, and the birds of the air nests to which they can fly for
safety and repose; but the Son of man has not his own home where to lay his head and rest.” * In
calling himself Son of man, that is, the Son of the Virgin, Jesus describes himself in terms of the
generation of his lower nature, in contrast to those who boast about their ancestry and lineage.*
It was as if he were saying, “Brute animals have dens and nests in which to hide and rest, but I
am so poor that I do not even have a little room in which to take my repose. You will be
disappointed if you come after me to make money.”(* Matt 8:20; Latin Diatessaron?. * this sent
Gorran Matt 8:20.)Chrysostom comments, “See how the Lord lived what he taught: there was for
him no table, no candle stand, no house, nor any such thing.” * For a brief time he dwelt in the
tiny quarters of the Virgin’s womb; his cradle was a manger, and that was not his own; he rested
in the arms of the cross; and he was laid in another’s tomb.* This is how greed for worldly wealth
is uprooted from those who want to follow Christ. Having learned of Christ’s poverty, the scribe
followed no longer. Chrysostom says, “He did not answer, ‘I will follow you as a poor man’—
because the Lord might have let him.” *(* CA, Luke 9:57–62. * Gorran Luke 9:58 approx. * Hom
27.2; PG 57/58:347; Latin differs.)Foxes represent deceit and fraud; birds represent boasting
and vainglory.‡ It was as if the Lord were saying, “Duplicity and vanity are nesting in your heart,
and you want to follow me for the sake of riches and fame; therefore I will not welcome you into
my company. The Son of man is single-minded, not duplicitous; he is humble, not boastful; so he
finds no place in you to lay his head.” The head of Christ is God, but God dwells with those who
are humble, are simple, and tremble at his word.* The head laid down, not lifted up, teaches
humility, and humility could find no resting place in the scribe’s heart.(‡ Zachary 2.51; PL



186:177B. * Bruno Com Matt 8:20 approx; PL 165:143C.)He is reproached by the Lord for three
traits: deceit, because he wanted to follow out of pretense and not with simplicity of heart; greed,
because he wanted to follow for the sake of gain; and pride, because he wanted to be
associated with Christ to win renown. This man was like a fox, an animal that is cunning, crafty,
and rapacious, and like a bird, reaching for the heights and rising up. He did not desire to follow
the Master to learn virtue and imitate his poverty and humility, but so that by pretending to be a
disciple of the poor and humble teacher, he could amass wealth and collect honors.*Ambitious
people and simoniacs in the church imitate this scribe. They pursue ever higher promotions not
in order to serve, but to be served, seeking the things that are their own, not the things that are
Jesus Christ’s.* They can justly be compared to sly foxes and soaring birds. The same is true of
those who enter religious life or join prosperous monasteries not from devotion, but so that they
can move from poverty to wealth and improve their social status.* Of all of these it can be said,
“The foxes have holes, and the birds of the air nests, that is, the demons of fraud and pride make
their homes in you, but Christ does not.”(* R 3. * Phil 2:21. * Lyra Matt 8:20 mor.)It can also be
said that the foxes have holes in that the deceitful possess many precautions in which they take
refuge lest they be caught out in their wickedness, and the birds of the air nests because the
proud seek to be raised on high. But the Son of man has nowhere to lay his head in such people,
because a person who seeks to live in accord with dictates of right reason does not seek such
things. Chrysostom says that this scribe approached the Lord with a duplicitous spirit, not a
believing heart. For this reason God, who inspects hearts and reads their secrets, quite rightly
refused his request: the scribe was really testing the Lord and had no desire to follow him.* As
Augustine teaches, “He saw in the man the dark lair of deceit and the wind of self-exaltation, but
no place of humility where the teacher could lay his head: he was seeking his own glory, not
Christ’s grace, in Christ’s discipleship.” *(* Hom 27.2; PG 57/58:346 approx. * Contra Faustum
22.48; PL 42:429; CS 25:641.)Another Prospective Disciple Asks to Bury his Father* The Lord
said to another man, of whom he knew that his father had just died, “Follow me.” And he said:
“Lord, allow me first to go and to bury my father.1 * He called him Lord as a sign of reverence; he
made the request allow me as a sign of obedience, which he knew would be expected of him in
the future as a disciple, although he was not one yet; and he continued to bury my father,
because this was a work of mercy. Rabanus Maurus says, “He was not refusing discipleship, but
he wished to fulfill the pious duty of burying his father first, and then he could follow Christ more
freely.” * This is what Elisha asked, when called by Elijah: Let me, I pray you, kiss my father and
my mother, and then I will follow you.*(* R 4. * Luke 9:59. * Com Matt 8:21; PL 107:862D; CM
174:243. * 2 Kgs 19:20; Gorran Matt 8:21.)But Jesus said to him in a tone of reproof, “Follow
me,‡ and do not let your father’s funeral delay you.” It was as if he were saying, “It is not in the
order of charity to give a lesser good precedence over a greater one.” And he added, “And let the
dead in mortal sin bury their dead * in body, to whom they are bound by ties of intimacy or
nature.” By saying their, the Lord indicated that this dead man was not one of his—in other
words, he was an unbeliever—and that those conducting the burial were spiritually dead



because of their impious lack of faith. Unbelievers are called dead because they are without
faith, which is the life of the soul, as we read: The just man lives by faith.*(‡ Matt 8:22. * Matt
8:22. * Gal 3:11; Gorran Luke 9:60 approx.)Here we see that ties of kinship are dissolved. By
saying, Follow me, and let the dead bury their dead, Christ shows that all earthly relationships
are renounced by those who follow him. These words present a corrective to those who do not
enter religious life with the excuse that they have to take care of their parents, and also to those
who procrastinate:* if Christ would not brook even a brief delay for the sake of a burial, much
less does he allow a longer postponement. Chrysostom says, “The other man had said, ‘I will
follow you,’ with a false intent, but this one is not allowed to beg off even for a holy purpose,
because others could carry out the burial and following Jesus was a more pressing concern.” *(*
Gorran Matt 8:22. * Hom Matt 27.3 approx; PG 57/58:347–48.)Notice how the Lord rejected the
first man, deceitful and proud, who approached him without sincerity, but he practically dragged
the second man after him, a man who was simple and devout and sought the Lord with a pure
heart: he ordered him to follow without delay and did not even allow him to bury his father.
Perhaps he would not have forbidden him to carry out this duty if there had not been others to
see to it. He seems to be saying to him, “If you are coming toward life, do you want to return to
death? I am the life.* I am your Father and Creator: Follow me, and let the dead bury their dead.*
But you, go and proclaim the kingdom of God—not fables, not curiosities or other such trifles. I
do not deny that burying the dead is a work of mercy, I do not say that you should not do good
deeds for your neighbor, but I do say that such things must be put off for the sake of greater
ones. Go and preach the kingdom of God,* raise up those who are spiritually dead.” *(* John
14:6. * Bruno Com Matt 8:22 approx; PL 165:144AB. * Luke 9:60. * Gorran Luke 9:60
approx.)We are instructed here to abandon a lesser good for a greater one. While it is
meritorious to bury one’s parents, it is more meritorious to teach the word of life.* The man
wanted to carry out a pious duty, but the Master taught him what his first priority should be: it is a
greater work to resurrect souls that are dead by preaching than it is to bury a dead body in the
ground; it is better to restore even one soul to life by proclaiming the Gospel than it is to give
burial to all the dead.* Ambrose says,(* Zachary 2.51; PL 186:177D. * Bonaventure, Com Luke
9:60 approx.)Since we have received the sacred duty to bury the dead, why is this man
forbidden to conduct his father’s funeral? Is it not to show that the divine takes precedence over
the human? It is a good work, but a greater hindrance: when the work is shared, the goodwill is
diverted; when the care is divided, the increase is delayed. Therefore, the most important things
must be done first.* But how can the dead bury their dead, unless you understand here a twofold
death: one by nature, the other by guilt? There is also a third death, by which we die to sin and
live for God.* Thus it is not forbidden to bury one’s father, but the piety of duty toward God takes
precedence over family obligations. The latter is left to relatives, but the former is enjoined on the
elect.*(* Exp Luke 7.34; PL 15:1708C; CL 14:226. * Exp Luke 7.35; PL 15:1708C; CL 14:227. *
Exp Luke 7.41; PL 15:1710A; CL 14:228.)And Chrysostom writes,It was not appropriate for
someone who believed in the Son of God, and so began to have God as his living, heavenly



Father, to be thinking about his dead father. Thus the Lord shows that faith and knowledge of
Christ take precedence over familial duties of piety, and for this reason we are commanded to
leave our parents who are living. In forbidding him, Jesus does not disparage the honor that
should be shown to those who brought us into the world, but he demonstrates that nothing
should obligate us more than heavenly concerns. We must apply ourselves to these in all our
endeavors and not be slack, however urgent or necessary the things are that draw us aside. It is
much better to proclaim the kingdom and pull others away from death than to bury one dead
person who really gains nothing himself from this, and this is especially true when there are
others who can carry out these rites. Here we learn nothing other than the truth that we should
lose no time, even if ten thousand things provoke us: we must give first priority to spiritual
concerns, even over the most necessary earthly ones.*(* Hom Matt 27.3 approx; PG
57/58:348.)In a moral sense, the dead bury their dead when sinners cooperate with one another
and conspire to conceal one another’s sins.* Gregory suggests that the dead here signify
flatterers who encourage sinners in their wrongdoing. They bury sinners more deeply and toss
the earth of adulation on their heads so that they will cultivate their vices, and they bind their feet
so that they cannot walk in the ways of God.*(* Lyra Luke 9:60. * Laon Com Matt 8:22; PL
162:1324A; see Mor 4.XXVII.52; PL 75:663C; CL 143:196–97.)A Third Man Wants to Bid
Farewell to His Family*And another said to Jesus, I will follow you, Lord; but let me first take my
leave of them that are at my house.* He was willing to leave his parents, but he wanted to say
good-bye to them so that they would not wonder what had become of him, and to make
dispositions for his family. Elisha made this request to Elijah, Let me, I pray you, kiss my father
and my mother, and then I will follow you.*(* R 5. * Luke 9:61. * 2 Kgs 19:20.)Many people these
days put off entering religious life or changing their lives for the better, and they say, “First I will
arrange matters with my friends and take care of some other things, and later I will enter the
monastery or amend my life.” Jerome counsels against such an approach and urges us to avoid
the danger of delay: “Don’t untie the rope that holds your little boat to the shore—cut it!” * And
Chrysostom advises, “Do not say, ‘I will take care of my affairs,’ because this postponement is
the beginning of laziness. The devil vehemently opposes the entrance of anyone whom God
wishes to accept, and if he can lay hold of the person by means of small delaying tactics, he can
produce great indolence. Let such a one heed the warning, Defer it not from day to day.” *(* Ep
53.10; PL 22:548; Ep 53.11; CS 54:464. * Sir 5:9; Hom Matt 68.5 approx; PG 57/58:647.)To
emphasize his point with an example, Jesus said to him, “No man putting his hand to the plow of
repentance that turns the heart’s soil so that it can be sown with virtues of penance and
discipleship, and looking back in word or deed by returning to his earlier condition is fit for
entering or proclaiming the kingdom of God.” * Hence Paul, who was about to possess the
kingdom of God and preach it to others, said, Forgetting the things that are behind.*(* Luke 9:62.
* Phil 3:13.)It seems that the Lord was exhorting Paul: “The rising sun beckons, and you are
facing west!” * Useless delay must be eliminated: when you tell your parents of your intention to
change your life, sometimes they talk you out of it. A farmer who looks backward plows a furrow



that is crooked and useless; similarly, if you have embraced a better life but return to your earlier
condition in your affections, you will be unable to arrive at the kingdom of God.* Such is the case
with religious who have left the world but mentally keep returning there, turning over in their heart
now these things that they did, now those things that they possessed, which delighted them.(*
Augustine, Sermo 100.2; PL 38:604. * Lyra Luke 9:62.)Bishop Maximus writes, “If someone
looks backward while plowing, he will either make furrows that are crooked and useless, or he
will injure his oxen with the plow. Similarly, if someone who is walking in a straight line toward the
kingdom of God, uprooting worldly vices with a spiritual plowshare, turns back to look at vain
and wicked things, he will damage his yoke of oxen, that is, his body and soul, and he will
wander from the best path into very dangerous error.” * And Augustine, “He puts his hand to the
plow who is anxious to follow; he looks back again who seeks an excuse to delay and return
home and consult his friends.” *(* Ps Max, Sermo 16; PL 57:257B. * CA, Luke 9:57–62.)Bernard
for his part asks, “If the disciple who was about to follow the Lord was blamed for wanting to
return home, what will become of those who, for no good reason that builds up the faith, do not
hesitate to return frequently and visit the homes of their relatives and friends whom they left
behind in the world?” * This contradicts those monks who live in the homes of their parents or
friends. Chrysostom writes, “This saying shows that those who desire to follow Christ put their
hand to the plow, that is, they have renounced the world because they are established in Gospel
faith by virtue of hope in Christ’s cross. They should not look back, that is, return to worldly
concerns, lest by vain desires and earthly cares they make themselves unworthy of God’s
kingdom. With good reason the apostle warned us not to return to the weak and needy
elements* of the world.” ‡(* Bede, Com Luke 9:62; PL 92:461B; CL 120:213. * Gal 4:9. ‡
Chromatius 41.10: CL 9A:397.)Bernard, again, warns, “Everyone should dread committing
apostasy, either bodily or in their heart. We read that the children of Israel went back to Egypt in
their hearts, even though the Red Sea prevented them from returning physically. What I fear,
brethren, is that although a sense of shame will prevent you from committing apostasy in body, a
lukewarm spirit will lead you to commit apostasy in your heart; a worldly spirit will be clothed in a
religious habit, and you will joyfully welcome whatever earthly consolations you can find.” *
Therefore, whoever leaves the world should by no means look back, for, as Gregory says, there
is nothing dearer to the angels, nothing more acceptable to God, nothing more beneficial for
human beings than for one who has embraced religious life to persevere in it, to be obedient to
the vows and fulfill them.* And Isidore suggests that the divine Judgment will be very harsh for
those who did not carry out in practice what they professed in taking their vows.*(* Habitat 3.5;
PL 183:193AB; SB 4:396. * source unknown. * Sent 3.22.3; PL 83:696B; CL 111:254.)We must
be on guard lest we be seduced by the clamor of the world that surrounds us on all sides and
look back over our shoulder like Lot’s wife, who was turned into a pillar of salt.* Note that a
statue has a human form, but it cannot feel or move; similarly, those whose hearts are still full of
the world’s affairs after they have withdrawn from it do not have the feeling or movement of good
works. Salt makes the ground where it is scattered sterile, and worldly types have the same



effect in their community. Salt seasons other things but is itself consumed, so worldly people are
consumed by religious life without benefit to themselves, although they give an example of
conservation to others.(* Gen 19:26.)According to Bede, we put our hand to the plow when we
take hold of the tool of contrition, that is, the wood and iron of the Lord’s passion, and wield it to
break up and turn over the hard soil of our heart by repentance; the plow of penance prepares
the heart to produce good fruit when the Lord’s passion is cultivated by frequent reflection. But if
we are captivated by the desires we have left behind, we are excluded from the kingdom of God
with Lot’s wife.* The saints forget what has gone before and always press on ahead: their
yokemates, that is, their body and soul, are always conjoined to the Lord. They never cast off his
yoke; rather, by constantly bearing it, they produce more fruit.(* Com Luke 9:62; PL 92:461C; CL
120:213.)We must also realize that although burying our parents, saying farewell to friends, and
disposing of our goods do not of themselves keep us from perfection and the kingdom of God,
they can become occasions for leading us away from the path of God. We easily waver from our
purpose when we put off doing what we intend to do; we recall what we are leaving behind, or
our parents and friends dissuade us. Augustine says, “What we learn from this whole passage is
that the Lord chose whom he wished.* One man volunteered to be a follower and was turned
down; another did not dare to and was encouraged; a third put things off and was blamed for it.” *
Therefore, let us not be cunning or proud, lest we be rejected along with the first man; rather, let
us be simple and devout, and so deserve to be chosen with the other two.(* Sermo 100.3; PL
38:604. * Sermo 100.1; PL 38:602.)Lord Jesus Christ, the good Master who gazes into our
hearts and knows our secrets, take from me all duplicity and cunning, and make me your true
and faithful disciple, able to follow the truthful teacher without pretense. Grant, too, that no
earthly attachments will delay my following you; may a lesser good not keep me from a greater
one. My Lord and my God, when once I have put my hand to the plow of penance and have
resolved to follow you toward a better way of life, grant that I will not look back to my former state
in deed or in design, lest I be unfit to enter the kingdom of God. Amen.__________1 Ludolph
differs from Lyra, who says the father was not dead, for if he had just died Jesus would not have
denied the request. Lyra interprets the injunction to contradict those who would defer the
following of Christ until after their parents are gone.CHAPTER 46The Lord Calms the Wind and
the Sea(Matt 8:23-27; Mark 4:35-41; Luke 8:22-25)*After this the Lord Jesus, dismissing the
crowds,* got into a boat late in the day to cross the Sea of Galilee so that he could go with his
disciples to a remote place, for the reasons mentioned at the beginning of the last chapter.
Remigius says, “It is said that the Lord had three places of refuge: the boat, the mountain, and
the desert. When he was pressed upon by the multitudes he would escape to one of these.” *
And Origen comments, “Having performed many great and wondrous prodigies on land, Christ
passes to the sea to perform marvelous works there as well, showing himself to be the Lord of
both the land and the sea. And when he entered into the boat, his disciples followed him.* They
crossed the sea with him in a literal sense, but more so by accompanying him in holiness of
spirit.” * They followed him because they were attracted by his sweet discourse, powerful signs,



and gentle demeanor; they could not bear to leave his side.(* R 1. * Latin Diatessaron?. * CA,
Mark 4:35–41. * Matt 8:23. * Fragments in Matt; GCS 41.1.257.)And behold a great tempest
arose in the sea, not naturally of its own accord, but by Christ’s command and power, so that the
boat was covered with waves.* The tempest was great so that the miracle would be even
greater. The text rightly says covered with waves, not submerged by the waves: although the
barque of Peter, prefigured by Noah’s ark, is lashed by the waves, it cannot sink. And he was in
the stern of the ship near the rudder, sleeping upon a pillow* of wood; Chrysostom suggests that
this illustrates Christ’s humility.* Nor is it surprising that he should sleep, since he had passed
long nights in vigilant prayer and labored throughout the day at the task of preaching. His body
slept, but his divinity remained watchful. He himself had said in the Song of Songs, I sleep, and
my heart watches.* Chrysostom writes, “He who guides the whole world with his divine power
sails in a little boat; he who keeps constant watch over his people slumbers.” *(* Matt 8:24. *
Mark 4:38. * Hom Matt 28.1; PG 57/58:350. * Song 5:2. * Chromatius 42.1; CL 9A:400.)The Lord
chose to sleep for many reasons. First, to manifest the reality of his human nature, because in
his miracles he had shown both his divine and human natures. Second, to test the faith of his
disciples—not that he was ignorant of what was in their hearts, but so that they would know it.
Third, to increase their fear, and so incite them to pray; for, as Chrysostom notes, had he been
awake when the storm blew up, they would either not have been frightened or they would not
have prayed.* Fourth, to manifest the reality of his divine nature, because this would be apparent
when he commanded the winds and they obeyed him.*(* Hom Matt 28.1; PG 57/58:351. *
Gorran Com Matt 8:24 approx.)‡The impending danger terrified the disciples, and they came to
him, and awakened him, saying: “Lord, save us, for you can, and we need it: otherwise we will
perish.” * Origen exclaims, “O true disciples! You have the Savior with you and you fear danger!
Life himself is with you and you fear death!” * The disciples showed their confidence by crying,
“Save us,” their weakness by saying, “we perish,” and their lack of trust by waking him.(‡ R 2. *
Matt 8:25. * Fragments in Matt; GCS 41.1.258.)Then Jesus chided them, asking, Why are you
fearful, O you of little faith? * It was as if he were saying, “If you had faith you would not be fearful.
You could act as you wish and calm the winds and the sea.” * Cyril comments, “By this he
showed that it is not so much the assault of temptation that causes fear, but faintheartedness.
Gold is tested by fire, and faith is tested by temptation.” * Jesus reprimands his disciples for two
things. First, for their want of courage: they had seen him perform many miracles; this should
have prevented them from being afraid of sinking, because he was with them. Second, for their
want of faith: they should have believed that he was as powerful when asleep as he was when
awake, and as mighty on sea as he was on land.*(* Matt 8:26. * St Cher, Luke 8:25. * Com Luke
8:25; PG 72:630D–31A. * Gorran Mark 4:40 approx.)This demonstrates to us that when people
with weak faith are visited by hunger, persecution, or other calamities, they grumble and become
impatient and angry. But faith is more needful than ever in time of danger, for this is the victory
which overcame the world, that is, the dangers of this world, our faith.* Ambrose says, “What
befell the apostles suggests that no one can make life’s journey without temptation; temptation



exercises our faith. When we encounter the storms of spiritual wickedness, let us as ever-
watchful sailors rouse the helmsman.” *(* 1 John 5:4. * Exp Luke 6.39–40; PL 15:1678CD; CL
14:188.)‡And rising up, he rebuked the wind like a master his servant, and said to the sea:
“Peace, be still.” And the wind ceased, and there was made a great calm,* so that not a trace of
the storm remained. Here his two natures, human and divine, are each made manifest: as Man
he got into the boat, as God he confounded the sea; as Man he slept in the boat, as God he
commanded the winds and the waves, and their furor subsided at his word.* What seems to be
insensible nature perceives the Lord’s command. Indeed it can be said that inanimate creation
obeys God, inasmuch as he creates what he wills by a mere word, and a sickness that is
unresponsive to medicine responds to his voice.1 *(‡ R 3. * Mark 4:39. * Haymo, Hom 20; PL
118:147B. * Comestor, Hist ev 55; PL 198:1567A.)But the men wondered at this display of divine
power and praised him with admiration, saying: “What manner of man is this,* how great and
powerful he is!” It is as if they were saying, “This is no mere man, but truly God.” Jerome
suggests that these men were not the disciples, but the sailors and others in the boat with
them.* Chrysostom says, “His sleeping showed his humanity, the calming of the waves his
divinity; he slept as a human being and performed wonders as God.” * They beheld three
marvels: a man asleep, God commanding, creation obeying. So they added, “For the insensible
winds and the sea obey him,* following as creatures their Maker’s command.” What a rebuke this
is to rational beings who do not obey their Creator, when even inanimate creation does! He had
formerly done miracles on land; now he does so on the water to show that he is Lord of both
earth and sea. The whole economy of the universe serves him, and every creature obeys his will.
(* Matt 8:27. * Com Matt 8:27; PL 26:53D; CL 77:52. * CA, Matt 8:23–27. * Matt 8:27.)The fact
that the disciples roused him and begged him to deliver them suggests that the Lord wants to be
petitioned by us. Indeed, he often allows us to be set upon because he wants us to ask his help
so that he can deliver us. From this it is clear that prayer is much better than spiritual reading.
According to Chrysostom, Christ caused this great storm to create great fear in his disciples; this
great fear induced urgent prayers, which in turn prompted Christ to perform a great miracle, and
this great miracle in turn led men to greater faith and admiration.* And Augustine teaches,
“Therefore the just are oppressed so that in their straits they will cry out, and crying out they will
be heard, and having been heard they will glorify God.” This cry should not be made in the heart
and on the lips only, but also in deeds: let it be raised by fasting, almsgiving, and bodily
discipline.*(* Hom Matt 28.1; PG 57/58:351. * cited Voragine, Sermo 1 3rd Sunday after Octave
Epiphany; p. 41.)Spiritual Symbolism* The mystical meaning of this event can be understood in
several ways. In an allegorical sense it pertains to the whole body of believers, the church, which
is represented by the little boat. At her outset she was a tiny craft, because there were very few
disciples; at the end, during the time of the Antichrist, she will again be small because the faithful
will be few in number. But between times she is capacious, because the number of those
professing the faith is great. This barque carries all the faithful who sail with Christ through the
sea of time to the kingdom of heaven. Christ gets into this boat to steer and manage it: he is the



church’s captain and pilot. He boarded her when he instituted baptism, the gateway to the
sacraments: we are in the church as in a boat, and the Lord sails with us by means of his
sacraments.*(* R 4. * St Cher, Matt 8:23.)The strong winds of various evils buffet the church, and
huge swells toss her about: great waves wash over her, but she can never sink. Through all of
this, it seems that Christ is asleep and pays no attention. Origen suggests that he does this
seeking to foster patience in the good and repentance in the wicked.* Christ’s slumber in our
tribulations is divinely allowed so that the good will rouse him by their insistent prayer.* Let us go
to him and cry out, Arise, why do you sleep, O Lord? Arise, and cast us not off to the end.‡ He
himself will rise up and command the winds, that is, the demons, who in turn stir up the waves,
that is, the wicked people in this world who afflict God’s holy ones. He will bring about the great
tranquility of peace in the church and serenity throughout the world either by bringing conflicts to
an end or giving patience to those who are tossed about by them.(* Fragments in Matt; GCS
41.1:260. * this sent Lyra Matt 8:24 mor. ‡ Ps 43:23.)Here is how John Chrysostom describes
this boat:Doubtless, this ship symbolizes the church that sails everywhere by the word of
preaching. She is manned by the apostles and steered by the Lord, and her sails are filled with
the Holy Spirit. Her cargo is the great and inestimable treasure by which the whole world has
been purchased by Christ’s blood. The sea is the present age, which swells with the waves of
various sins and temptations. The winds are the spiritual forms of wickedness and unclean
spirits who rage furiously to cause the church to founder by means of the various temptations of
this world.The Lord’s sleeping in this boat signifies his permitting the church to be visited by
oppression and persecution to test her faith. The pleas of the disciples who awaken the Lord and
beg him to save them represent the prayers of all the saints. Therefore, although the church
labors against the hostility of the enemy in the storms of this world and is lashed by the waves of
temptation, she cannot suffer shipwreck because the Son of God is her helmsman. Dragged into
the eddies of this world and pounded by persecutions, she in fact gains greater glory and
strength as she stays intact with firm faith.She sails a fair course through the sea of this age,
guided by the rudder of faith: God is her pilot, the angels her oarsmen, the choirs of all the saints
her passengers. From her midst the salvific tree of the cross arises as a mast from which hang
the sails of Gospel faith, billowing with the breath of the Holy Spirit as she makes her way to the
harbor of Paradise and the security of eternal rest.*(* Chromatius 42.5–6; CL 9A:402–3.)‡This
event can also be interpreted as an allegory of Christ, the head of the church, with the boat
representing the tree of the cross. This vessel carries us across the sea of life without capsizing:
the faithful are aided and blessed in navigating the waves and arriving on shore at the port of our
heavenly homeland. Christ boarded this ship on Good Friday with his disciples—not that they
themselves suffered that day, but he gave them an example of how to suffer. When he entered
into this boat, his disciples followed him because later they imitated his torments and his death.
When Christ was nailed to the cross a great tempest arose in the sea because the hearts of his
disciples were shaken and the foundations of their faith collapsed. The great earthquake and
other portents that day were like waves crashing against the little boat; the full storm of



persecution was unleashed around Christ’s cross, and the thoughts of all his foes surged
against him.*(‡ R 5. * Zachary 2.52; PL 186:179AC approx.)Truly, the cross was to the Jews
indeed a stumbling block, and to the Gentiles foolishness.‡ But in the midst of all this tumult he
himself slept by dying on the cross, for his sleep on this occasion was the slumber of death. The
disciples awoke the Lord by insistently clamoring for his resurrection, as they cried out in fear
and consternation, “Save us by rising from the dead, for we perish because of the upheaval of
your death!” But when he by his resurrection awoke from sleep, he first chided his disciples for
their want of faith and upbraided them with their incredulity and hardness of heart.*(‡ 1 Cor 1:23.
* Mark 16:14; Zachary 2.52; PL 186:179AC approx.)Then he commanded the winds by
vanquishing the pride of the devil, and the sea by quenching the frenzy of his human foes, and
there came a great calm and consolation because his disciples became tranquil and joyful at the
sight of his resurrection. All of us witnessing these things and understanding them cry out, “What
manner of man is this?” Therefore, all faithful people, his disciples, ought to follow him. He
himself said, If any man will come after me, let him deny himself and take up his cross daily and
follow me.*(* Luke 9:23; Zachary 2.52; PL 186:179AC approx.)‡Because we take up the cross in
an exemplary way by doing penance, the boat can be understood in a moral or tropological
sense to represent penitence. This carries a person to the harbor of salvation: whoever finds
himself outside this vessel will not attain the desired port but will sink beneath the waves. It is like
Noah’s ark: all who entered the ark were saved, while all who did not were drowned. Jesus
enters the boat when in our longing for salvation we embrace a penitential regimen. It often
happens that when we begin to do penance we are assailed by grave temptations, and, far from
God delivering us, it seems that he withdraws his help. That is the time to have recourse to God
with fervent prayer and call out insistently for his help until his compassion is attained. Not
infrequently such great graces are bestowed then that we are lost in wonder.(‡ R 6.)Bede
writes,When, imbued with the sign of the Lord’s cross, we are disposed to abandon the world,
we get aboard ship with Jesus and strive to cross the sea.* For when we deny ungodliness and
crucify worldly desires with their vices and wickedness in our members, and are crucified to the
world and the world to us, it is as if we were getting into the boat with the Lord, desiring to cross
the sea of this world.* It seems to us sailors that the Lord is sleeping when unclean spirits, evil
people, or our own thoughts assail us. The splendor of faith dims, the eminence of hope
declines, the fire of charity dies down. But let us hasten then to the Lord so that he can calm the
storm, restore tranquility, and bring us to the harbor of salvation.*(* Com Mark 4:40; PL
92:175CD; CL 120:491. * Haymo, Hom 20; PL 118:149C. * Com Mark 4:40; PL 92:175CD; CL
120:491.)‡There is another moral interpretation that can be applied here. The boat can be
likened to a faithful soul setting out on the water, because the soul is associated with the body.
Truly, our body can be likened to the sea because all its activities have a bitter tang to them.
Jesus enters the boat when he dwells in our soul by grace. His disciples follow him: the three
theological virtues, the four cardinal virtues, and the seven gifts of the Holy Spirit. See what a
splendid entourage attends Christ! They accompany Jesus daily when he boards the ship of a



faithful soul.(‡ R 7.)The winds of temptation, the exterior attacks of the devil, beset this little
boat; the gales and waves of inward carnal desires frequently assail those who seek to live
devoutly for Christ. So violent are these assaults that it appears that the soul is covered with
waves, and there seems to be a real danger that all God’s gifts and one’s virtues will be washed
overboard. Christ slumbers when he allows such things to happen; our own dozing seems to
have lulled him to sleep, so much so that it appears he has abandoned us. But this is not so, as
he himself assures us: I am with him in tribulation, I will deliver him.* So then, when the soul
comes to its senses, the gifts and virtues rouse the Lord, exclaiming, Lord, save us, we perish!(*
Ps 90:15.)Then the Lord restrains the turbulence of the devil’s exterior gales and the interior
waves of sinful desires, and there comes a great calm. This tranquility is both external, when
tribulations and temptations cease, and internal, when God grants the good gift of patience. The
inner tranquility of virtue is better than that of the body, as God said to Paul, My grace is
sufficient for you, and Paul himself added, Gladly therefore will I glory in my infirmities, that the
power of Christ may dwell in me.*(* 2 Cor 12:9.)And the whole person marvels and says, “What
manner of man is this, the most merciful, most powerful, and most wise Lord, for the winds of
temptation and the sea of passions obey him?” What could be more bounteous than that God
himself, whose delights were to be with the children of men,* should come down from heaven to
sail in the skiff of my soul? And again, what could be more wondrously advantageous than that
God should join himself to my soul and steer it to salvation? He who comes down to dwell in my
soul is said to be sleeping when spiritual graces are withheld and the waves of temptation are
stirred up, but he is said to be awake and watchful when the spiritual graces that are there make
their presence felt and temptations of every kind are banished.(* Prov 8:31.)*Augustine uses this
event as an illustration:(* R 8.)The winds blow into your heart where, to be sure, you are sailing,
crossing the dangerous and storm-tossed sea of this life. The winds come in, they stir up the
waves, they disturb the ship. What are the winds? You hear an insult, and you get angry. The
insult is the wind, the anger a dangerous wave. You get ready to respond, to answer an insult
with an insult—your ship is about to founder. Awake the sleeping Christ on account of the waves!
You are preparing to return evil for evil because Christ is asleep in the boat. In your heart, the
sleep of Christ is the forgetting of faith.If you were to awaken Christ in your heart, that is, recall
your faith, what would he say to you? This: “People told me, ‘You have a demon,’ and I prayed for
them. The Master hears and endures, the servant hears and is indignant! You want to be
avenged. Well, I am avenged when your faith says such things to you: orders are issued to the
wind and the sea, as it were, and there is a great calm.” *(* Tr John 49.19; PL 35:1755; CL
36:429–30.)Similarly, you should be aware of how other bad situations can tempt or disturb you,
so that they can be neutralized in every way. If a boat springs even a small leak it is in danger of
sinking unless the hole is plugged, and in the same way the soul is in danger of being lost by
even one evil circumstance if it is not eliminated. Hence we read in Proverbs, With all
watchfulness keep your heart,* and Sirach advises, Hedge in your ears with thorns, hear not a
wicked tongue, and make doors and bars to your mouth.* Whenever we are tested and



experience adversity, let us be constant in our faith and hesitate in nothing.(* Prov 4:23. * Sir
28:28.)Although the Lord seems to be asleep in the midst of the circumstances that surround us,
he is in fact keeping a most diligent watch over us every day. He may not be sleeping in his body,
but we should be on guard lest he be inactive and sleeping in ours. He slumbers within us when
we stop praying and doing good works, and he must be aroused by frequent, fervent prayers;
then he can restore tranquility because he will ordain the outcome of the temptation, that you
may be able to bear it.* But foolish people only put Christ into a deeper sleep when they prefer
human advice to divine counsel. Augustine says, “There is no idea so insistently whispered into
human hearts by our invisible enemies as the thought that God is not our helper. This prompts
us to turn to weaker helpers, and we are captured by our very enemies.” *(* 1 Cor 10:13. * En Ps
34, 1.5; PL 36:325; CL 38:303.)So if you intend to enlist in God’s service, heed the advice of the
sage and prepare yourself for imminent trials.* When you choose to break from sin and
wickedness and be centered entirely on God, this will unleash a violent storm on the sea that is
this life, and you will be battered from three sides: the powerful winds, that is, temptation from
the devil; the surging sea, that is, temptation from the world; and the violent storm, that is,
temptation from the flesh. There you have the threefold menace. The devil is motivated by envy
to turn the just away from their good intentions—sometimes outwardly by corrupt people,
sometimes inwardly by evil thoughts, and sometimes by means of bodily weakness.*(* Sir 2:1. *
Haymo, Hom 20 approx; PL 118:149C.)The more you seek to draw near to God and do his will,
the more harsh the attacks will be: as, for instance, when the Israelites were treated more cruelly
by Pharaoh when they were called to the Promised Land by Moses and Aaron. The Lord himself
also gave us an example of this when he endured temptations from the devil after his baptism
and fasting. Similarly the devil will tempt us more fiercely after our conversion because he sees
us slipping out of his grasp. And, although he shall neither slumber nor sleep that keeps Israel,*
God does seem to be asleep in the boat when he allows the just soul to be wearied by the strong
gales of temptation.*(* Ps 120:4. * Haymo, Hom 20 approx; PL 118:149D.)Then, when we realize
that we cannot withstand these temptations by our own power, let us have recourse to the all-
powerful God and, drawing near, arouse the Lord with our heart’s devotion. Humbly confessing
our own frailty and God’s power, let us insistently implore his mercy with all the zeal at our
command, until we stir up the aid of his divine assistance. Then, rising up, he will command the
winds and the sea: that is, he will cause the devil’s raging against the just man to cease, and
allow us to serve him freely.*(* Haymo, Hom 20 approx; PL 118:150A.)Then there will come a
great calm. Evil temptations will be pulled out by their roots, the virtues will be cultivated in the
soul, and laws that we had formerly followed with no little uncertainty we will now begin to
observe by means of good habit. We will joyfully sing with the prophet, Depart from me,
evildoers, and I will search the commandments of my God.* Having navigated the sea of this
world and breasted the storms of this age, we will happily sail into the port of Paradise.*(* Ps
118:115. * Haymo, Hom 20 approx; PL 118:150AB.)Lord Jesus Christ, rebuke the winds and the
sea of allurements and temptations. Come and walk upon the waves of my heart, so that my



whole life may be serene and calm. Let my heart rest in you, my God. May the vast storm-tossed
ocean of my heart find peaceful repose from all things under heaven by keeping watch in you
alone. May I embrace you as my only good and contemplate you as the light of my eyes. In my
joy let me sing, and say, “I sleep, but my heart is awake,” and, “In peace I will lie down and sleep.”
Amen.__________1 Comestor paraphrases Jerome, who is countering the Manichean doctrine
that all things have souls (Com Matt 8:26; PL 26:53D).CHAPTER 47Two Demoniacs Possessed
by Legion(Matt 8:24-30; Mark 5:1-20; Luke 8:26-39)*When Jesus and his disciples had made
their way across the Sea of Galilee, they sailed to the country of the Gerasenes, which is over
against Galilee.* Gerasa is an important Arabian city across the Jordan, near Mount Gilead,
where Laban overtook Jacob.* It was situated in the territory of the half-tribe of Manasseh, near
the shore and across the lake from Tiberias. Because of this city, the residents of the region were
known as Gerasenes.1(* R 1. * Luke 8:26. * Gen 31:23.)And when they had disembarked, there
met him two men that were possessed with devils, exceeding fierce, who vented their rage on
themselves and on others (although demoniacs cannot do more than God allows), so that none
could pass by that way, for the devils exert their fury to block our progress on the way of life.
These demoniacs were coming out of the sepulchers* where they made their home. Demons
lived in the tombs where the bodies of pagans were buried, to demonstrate that after the
Judgment they would possess power over the bodies of those whose souls were already under
their dominion.* The demoniacs sometimes dwelt among the tombs as well, both because in
this way the demons could engender fear of the souls of the dead among mortals, and because
the demons rejoiced in the fruit of sin, which is death.*(* Matt 8:28. * this sent Lyra Mark 5:3. *
this sent Lyra Matt 8:28.)These men had been bound by chains and fetters, but they snapped
these and were driven into the wilderness by the demons. Wicked religious can be likened to
these demoniacs: they cannot be restrained by observance of the rule and obedience. They
emerge from the tomb of the cloister, where they ought to be dead to the world, to carry out
worldly pursuits that are useless or even wrong.*(* Gorran Matt 8:28.)Sensing the power of God,
they prostrated before Christ (in fear, not humility) and adored him, crying out in a loud voice.
According to Hilary, “This was not a voluntary confession, but an extortion of necessity, because
they feared his presence.” * And they said, What have we to do with you, Jesus Son of God?‡
This was as much as to say, “We have nothing in common: you are God, we are devils; you are
humble, we are proud; you have come to save, we have come to destroy.” The apostle asks, And
what concord has Christ with the devil Belial? * None, certainly, because Christ makes all things
good, while the devil makes all things evil.*(* Jerome, Com Matt 8:29; PL 26:54A. ‡ Matt 8:29. *
2 Cor 6:15. * Gorran Luke 8:28.)Earlier, the evil one had said, If you are the Son of God; here,
instructed by his anguish, he asserts, Jesus Son of God.* Punishment opens the eyes that sin
has closed.* They did not know from certain knowledge that Jesus was the Son of God, but they
conjectured that he might be.(* Matt 4:6. * this sent Mor 15.LI.58; PL 75:1111B; CL
143A:786.)Augustine writes, “When the demons cry out, What have we to do with you, Jesus
Son of God? we must believe that they spoke from suspicion rather than knowledge. For if they



had known it, they would never have crucified the Lord of glory.” * These two demoniacs who
were moved to confess and adore from fear of the Lord are like those who serve God because of
the threat of Gehenna rather than a love of righteousness: they do not honor God freely but have
their left eye fixed on hell, or transitory gain, rather than keeping their right eye on heaven and
immutable good.(* 1 Cor 2:8; Ps Aug, Quaest Vet et Nov Test 66; PL 35:2261.)The demons went
on to ask, Have you come here to torment us before the appointed time? * They knew that they
would be damned on Judgment Day and consigned to the abyss of agony,* but they said they
were now being tormented because, according to Jerome, the very presence of the Savior
tortures the demons.* And Chrysostom writes, “They were scourged and pierced invisibly,
suffering intolerable things from the mere presence of Christ.” * Or they were tormented because
they supposed that they were about to be expelled and could no longer injure the men they had
possessed.* Jerome says that because they hate us so much, it is a great torment for the
demons when they can no longer harm us, and their suffering is more intense if they have
possessed someone for a long time.* Let us strive to throw off the devil’s yoke as soon as he
attacks us, for the sooner we do so, the easier it will be.(* Matt 8:29. * St. Cher, Matt 8:29. * Com
Matt 8:29; PL 26:54A; CL 77:53. * Hom Matt 28.2; PG 57/58:352. * this sent Gorran Luke 8:28. *
Bede, Com Mark 5:7; PL 92:177A; CL 120:492.)“My Name is Legion”*Jesus questioned them
about their name, not because he was ignorant, but so that the multitude of demons would be
evident from their confession: it would be more credible that such a large number of demons
dwelt in the two men, and the power of the cure would shine out more brightly when the extent of
the pestilence was known.* And so they said, My name is Legion, for we are many.‡ A legion is a
specific number: it signifies six thousand six hundred and sixty-six armed soldiers.2 * The term
applies well to demons, for they wage war against us, and if they cannot injure our persons, they
aim at harming our possessions.(* R 2. * Zachary 2.53; PL 186:180B. ‡ Mark 5:9. * Lyra Mark
4:9.)And they besought him that he would not drive them away out of the country where people
lived and command them to go into the abyss of hell.* The infernal region is the true home of the
demons, but they are allowed to dwell among human beings until the Day of Judgment so that
the victory of the elect over them may be more glorious.(* Mark 5:10; Luke 8:31.)And there was
there a herd of many swine feeding on the mountain; and they besought him that he would allow
them to enter into them,* so that they could at least vex people in this way—for their constant
effort is to visit affliction on us, and they take delight in our perdition.* See how weak demons
are, for they can do nothing unless they are permitted to! If they cannot even harm a herd of
swine without leave, how much less can they injure human beings, who are created in the image
of God.* Therefore, we should fear God alone, but despise the demons. Their baseness is also
seen from the fact that they wanted to go into a herd of pigs.(* Luke 8:32. * Chrys, Hom Matt
28.3; PG 57/58:354. * Zachary 2.53 approx; PL 186:180D.)The Lord Allows the Demons to Enter
the Herd of Swine*And Jesus immediately gave them leave, as is evident from what next
happened: the unclean spirits going out, entered into the swine that were grazing, and the herd
with great violence was carried headlong into the sea, being about two thousand, were drowned



in the sea* of Gennesaret or Tiberias. In this way the demoniacs were healed and set free. The
Lord did not permit this because he was persuaded by the demons, or so that they could carry
out their evil designs, but for many beneficial reasons: first, perhaps because the people of that
region deserved punishment for their sins. Second, so that the magnitude of the destruction
attending the demons’ expulsion would show us how cruel and harmful they are to those who
obey them, and how much more they would afflict us—whom they despise—if God gave them
leave. Chrysostom says, “He permitted this to show the loathing the demons have for human
beings, and to demonstrate to everyone that the evil spirits would do us much worse harm if they
were not hindered by the divine power. Also, God in his compassion would not allow the full fury
and power of the demons to be unleashed on human beings, so he allowed them to enter into
the swine to show their force.” *(* R 3. * Mark 5:13. * Hom Matt 28.3 approx; PG
57/58:324.)Third, according to the same Chrysostom, to teach everyone that the demons would
not dare, or even be able, to attack the swine unless God permitted it.* Fourth, for the sake of
our salvation, since the event provided an opportunity to make salvation known to humanity. The
inhabitants of that region learned about God’s power and came to knowledge of him, because
when they that fed them saw what had been done, they fled away and told it in the city and in the
villages.*(* Hom Matt 28.3; PG 57/58:354. * Luke 8:34; Hom Matt 28.3 approx; PG
57/58:354.)Fifth, to demonstrate that human dignity is greater than that of the beasts, because
God allowed two thousand swine to perish to save two people.* How greatly they sin, therefore,
who do not hesitate to kill or maim a human being. Sixth, as an insult to the demons, because
the pig is an unclean animal. They chose to go into the swine because they thought this would
be permitted: swine make a fitting abode for demons by reason of their filthiness, as do serpents
because of their cunning.* Remigius writes, “They did not ask to be sent into human beings,
because they saw that the one who tormented them had a human form. Nor did they want to be
sent into a flock of sheep, for these are clean animals sacrificed in God’s temple. They desired to
be sent into swine, because no animal is more unclean than a hog, and demons always delight
in filth.” *(* Gloss Matt 8:32; PL 114:115A. * Gorran Matt 8:32. * CA, Mark 5:1–20.)Spiritual
MeaningsThere is a seventh reason: pigs do not look up to heaven but down on the ground and
love to wallow in the mud, so in a mystical sense they can signify those who do not keep God
before their eyes and instead muddy themselves with their vices. Those who deliver themselves
over to the power of demons will plunge into hell with them at the end; today they are drowning in
worldly pleasures, tomorrow they will suffocate in the pit of the infernal abyss. The Gloss states,
“Unless you are already living like a pig, the devil will have no power over you—except, perhaps,
to test you but not destroy you.” * And Augustine, “For the sake of a certain mystery of grace and
by a certain dispensation he drove the demons into pigs to show that the devil rules over those
who live like pigs.” * And Ambrose urges us to consider here the Lord’s clemency: he condemns
no one first, but each of us is the author of our own punishment.*(* Gloss Matt 8:31; PL
114:114D. * Ep John 6.7; PL 35:2024. * Exp Luke 6.46; PL 15:1680B; CL 14:190.)Gluttonous
and lustful people who live lives of dissipation should fear lest they come under the devil’s power



now and later be drowned with him in the inferno by God’s permissive will. It is said that the more
noble demons detest base vices; how much more should we? This incident makes it clear how
execrable lust, gluttony, and pride are, because we read of demons inhabiting only three living
creatures: pigs, serpents, and human beings. Chrysostom warns, “When people are pigs, their
actions make them a more easy prey to demons.” * We are pigs when we gorge ourselves by
gluttony, fatten ourselves by lust, wallow in mud by sloth, root in the ground by avarice, and froth
at the mouth by anger.(* St Cher, Luke 8:31.)* The swine also signify detractors and talebearers,
who feed like pigs on the filth and uncleanness of others, reporting whatever they see and hear
and gnawing away at others’ lives. These, too, will plunge into the abyss with the demons. Blush,
O miserable one, who perform this terrible office that disturbs the peace and sows discord, and
above all fear for your soul’s peril. The devil assumes power over you when he induces you to
carry out this task: he chokes you with this vice now, and he will choke you later in hell. And
those who listen to such tales should also be afraid and on guard, lest they consent to hear such
things; the devil sits in the listener’s ear as surely as he does on the detractor’s tongue, and there
would be no detractor if there were no audience. Commenting on the verse, The north wind
drives away rain, as does a sad countenance a backbiting tongue,* the Gloss observes, “If you
smile as you listen to detractors, you encourage them in their character assassination, but if you
look sad, they learn not to share gladly what you are not glad to hear.” * Lord, take away the
scandal of such destructive people from the religion of your servants!
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